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ROLLINS COLLEGE LIBRAKY
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Eollins

40
Years Ago

Weekly Student Newspaper of Rollins College
(.Member the United Press)

VOLUME XLI

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1934

(Late News Flashes, Page 9)

ROLLINS COLLEGE OPENS SEMI-CENTENNIAL SESSION
Kappa Phi Sigma Fraternity Given Phi Delta Theta Charter
LOCAL ORGANIZA TION'"''%';"'"""",
TO BE CHAPTER OF '"''"'""^'*""'
ONE OF BIG THREE
Installation of Rollins Group to be Held in
January;
Petition Accepted
by
Overwhelming
Majority
Kappa Phi Sigma, Rollins social fraternity, was accepted
by Phi Delta Theta for installation into the national order
during the coming academic year. Acceptance by the larger
organization was made at the 1934 biennial convention held
at Mackinac Island, Michigan, during the first week of September.
Installation of the new chapter will probably take place
during January of 1935, although final arrangements have
not as yet been completed.
The Phi Delt Convention
of the largest in the history of the
fraternity, with 40 delegates, representing 104 of the 105 chapters
present.
"Duke" Wellington was chairman of the nationalization committee of Kappa Phi Sigma, and
Jim Tullis, president-elect, and
Jack Ott, vice - president elect,
represented Kappa Phi Sigma and
contributed to the great victory.
"Duke" not only directed the preconvention campaign but also designed the Kappa Phi Sigma exhibit and booth, which attracted
much attention at the Mackinac
Convention.
Local is 8 Years Old
Kappa Phi Sigma was foundtid
at Rollins eight years ago, and almost immediately determined to
petition Phi Delta Theta. Four
years ago it succeeded in adding
Rollins to the Phi Delta Theta approved list of colleges, and two
years ago secured the approval of
all the chapters in Epsilon Province, and presented its formal petition. With one exception Phi
Delta Theta has never granted a
petition the first time it was presented, and the Kappa Phi Sigma
boys were asked to resubmit their
petition this year with the assur(Continued on page 2)

ROLLINS GIVEN
^FRENCH MEDAL
France Recognizes Participa.

^^

^

^

OUR DEAN

D R U G ROLES
TO GE ENFORCEO

This is the Fiftieth A
of the founding of Rollins College,
and I am happy to tell both the returning old students and the students who come here for the first
time that this promises to be the
red letter year in all respects in
the history of the College.
Our plans are already under Avay
for various appropriate ceremonies
in celebration and commemoration
bf historic events. Distinguished
men and women, whose names will
be anncunced later, are expected
to be in attendance upon our chief
Our student enrollment is run-

College to Campaign Against ning over ten per cent above that
Greetings ar.u a cordial welcome!
Reckless Driving
of last year, which would seem to

You are about to enter upon
four years cf adventure in education. May your voyage be one of
discovery and profit.
You have chosen a college whose
face is toward the future and whose
expanding growth in recent years
is favorably known. Well may ycu
be proud of your choice. The freedom and individualization of Rollins places grdat responsibilities
upon your shoulders. Let me urge
you from the first day to maintain
the high ideals and standards
which characterize ycur Alma
Mater.

^""'"^ welcomes every purpose-

ful young man and young woman to

tion m LaFayette Centenary ,j^^^ ^^^p^^
As a mark of appreciation of the
part taken by Rollins College in
the LaFayette Centenary commemorations the French Government
has presented to the College a
handsome medal bearing the profile of General LaFayette.
This honor is in recognition of
the ceremonies held under the auspices of Rollins last March, commemorative of the significance in
Florida's history of the LaFayette
Grant of Land and the activities
of the great French general in establishing a colony in this state.
The Rollins program, which was
organized by Prof. A. J. Hanna,
consisted of a reenactment of acts
of the Legislature of Florida. A
large number of Floridians. decendants of friends, associates and
admirers of LaFayette participated in the Rollins ceremonies.
This new Rollins acquisition
bears the profile of LaFayette
which was drawn by the celebrated
engraver Gatteaux in 1930. The
reverse side carries an inscription
worded by the Academie des Inscriptions et Bells Lettres as follows
et Gallia Me
MCMXXXIV

'd that the customary
forr of the "Freshman B'ble"
a small handbook in which the
new students may find salient
and needed facts bearing upon
their problems as they enter
college, is now obsolete, the
Rollins Administration has this
year introduced an innovation
in college publications.
The SANDSPUR has been requested to present the informatory data previously carried by
the "R'fc BOOK. This we are
happy to do, for we are assured
a warm, friendly mutual introduction between our pages and
all entering students. Virtually
every feature cf the usual small
handbook has been adapted to
newspaper form and included in
this issue of the SANDSPUR.
For this reason we have designated it as the
FRESHMAN
REFERENCE EDITION.
The rule that it must be preserved and carried on the person at all times has been applied
to this current edition as to the
"R" BOOK in the past.
Upperclassmen and faculty
members who often have occasion to consult each other regarding certain rules and regulations will also do well to keep
it in a convenient place for ready reference.

You are to have an

opportunity to share with the faculty in the joy of searching for the
truth. I know you will not shirk
but will do your part to make Rollins the college you want it to be.
May I add that students and faculty alike will always be ready :o
help you.
I want also to take this opportunity to welcome back the upperclassmen. Much of the success of
the new students will depend upon how well you help to guide
them through new and trying situations. Let's all work together
to make this year an outstanding
one for the College.
WJNSLOW S. ANDERSON
There is a lot of nonsense in most
of the current talk about our having reached saturation points.
Four-fifths of our 3,000,000 miles
of highways consist of dirt roads.
We will spend more money
for
highway construction in the next
ten years than ever before.—Floyd
W. Parsons.

L€®

Rollins College is going to impose strict automobile regulations
upon its students this year in order to reduce as much as possible
the hazards of reckless driving
which have been so evident in for
mer years.
Rollins students have been involved in serious automobile accidents with the frequency of at
least one a year during the past
few years, the worst occuring last
Spring when John C. McNutt and
Thomas Trammell were killed and
three other students badly injured
in a smash-up on the OrlandoWinter Park highway.
As a result of a list of rules and
regulations adopted by a StudentFaculty Traffic Committee last
year to be put into effect this
year, every precaution will be taken to insure careful driving of student cars.
Cars will be thoroughly examined^ by., skilled mechanics before
they are licensed, each student
owner or driver will be required to
carry personal liability and property damage insurance. Each student licensed to drive an approved
car will be required to purchase a
number-plate issued by the Student
Faculty Traffic Committee. The
Administration of Rollins College
will reserve the right to revoke licenses at any time for traffic violations.
As the students themselves have
already taken the initiative in
proposing a system of control,
Dean Enyart said that the College
expected no difficulty from the
students in enfcrcing the regulations. The students, he said, realize that regulations of the kind
proposed are designed for their
own protection and the wholehearted cooperation of the students is assured.

show that general bus'ness conditions are improving because of
(or despite, if ycu prefer) the N.
R. A.
Ex-President Lowell of Harvard
once said that if you want to win
a race, a good start is essential.
A word to the wise
HAMILTON HOLT

Dr. L £. Kinsler to
Succeed Campbell as
Physics Professor
Dr. Lawrence E. Kinsler, a Californian, has been appointed to the
Rollins faculty for the coming
year as assistant professor of
physics. Dr. Kinsler succeeds Dr.
J. Stuart Campbell, who resigned
in June to accept an offer from the
University of Rochester.
Dr. Kinsler is a native of Los
Angeles and a graduate of California Institute of Technology,
where he received his B. S. degree
in 1931 "with honor" and his Ph.D.
degree in June, 1934. Between 1931
and 1934 he held a teaching fellowship at California Tech and in the
of 1933 he taught at the
i Junior College in Los
.Angeles.
Dr. Kinsler comes to Rollins
with high recommendation from
Dr. R. A. Millikan, the famous
physicist and head of California
Institute of Technology.
.A go-getter is a man who sells a
garage to a person who has just
bought a raffle ticket on an automobile.

Dr. Holt Requests
Return of Fox
A pet Rollins tradition has, to
al! appearances, been nipped in
the bud.
With the establishment of the
orders rf the Fox and the Cat
on the college campus, the enforced humble obeisance of
I freshmen by upper classmen
was, for the first time in many
I years heartily endorsed by the
administration. But, alas! At
'the close of last year, some
unprincipled scoundrel swiped
the effigy of St. Reynard from
its pedestal at the head of the
walk to Recreation HalL It is
evident that hiimage cannot be
paid to a non-existent figure.
The tradition was introduced
to Rollins by Dr. Holt, who, after a great deal of time and effort, secured the statuettes and
set them up in their appointed
places.
While a great deal of chagrin was felt by "Prexy" when
he learned of the disappearance
of the Fox, the summer months
have calmed his sterner pas-

ORIENTATION WEEK
BEGINS
FIFTIETH
A CADEMIC
YEAR
Large

Freshman
Appoints

Class Enters; Dr. Hamilton
New Professor of Physics
to Faculty

Holt

Rollins College, the oldest institution in Florida, opened
its fiftieth year yesterday with a meeting of the faculty at
4 p. m. as the first official event of the new year.
A program designed to acquaint new students with their
surroundings formally opened Orientation Week last night,
and English and Foreign Language Placement Tests were
administered this morning and during the afternoon. A
morning assembly was held in the Annie Russell Theatre,
when Dean W. S. Anderson explained the Rollins plan to the
entering men and women.

, Approximately 120 freshmen and
other new students have been accepted by Rollins for entrance this
fall. All of these students will be
aflforded the opportunity to complete certain preliminary exercises unhampered by the distracting
presence of a large body of older
students.
In the course of Orientation
Week new students will complete
The latest bulletin from the
their registration for the work of
cfFice of the President states
the year, take physical examinain a manner of speaking, that
tions, hear lectures on the use of
if the lowlife. who, in a spirit
the Library, how to study, care of
of jest, departed with his behealth, management of finances,
loved effigy, will please either
college regulations and customs,
return it to its proper place, or
the Rollins Conference Plan, and
make its whereabouts known
visit the Library in small groups
to the proper authorities. NO
under the guidance of conductors.
QUESTIONS WILL BE ASKOld Students Register Monday
ED.
Old students are not expected
to be on the campus during Orientation Week except those that may
be there officially to help with the
exercises or other college business.
Registration for old students takes place on Monday, October 1st,
and full details of the new procedure are contained elsewhere in
this issue and should be carefully
SCMAi^a GE.
Rotogravure to Appear Each
followed to avoid delays in compleWeek as Regular Feature
The Student Association ex- tion of the necessary steps.
tends a cordial greeting to all new
Classes for all students will begin Tuesday, October 2, and the
Beginning with this issue of The comers on the Rollins campus.
Every regular student is auto- first all-college socal event is ofSandspur, students of Rollins will
each week receive the COLLEGI- matically enrolled as a member of ficially scheduled for the followATE DIGEST, a rotogravure sec- the Association as soon as his ap- ing Saturday night at 8:15, when
tion containing national collegiate plication is accepted. As in other the Student Association will hold
news in picture and paragraph, as institutions the Student Body gov- its annual reception to new studerns itself to a great extent, and Lnts and new members of the faca regular feature cf the paper.
Presenting each week a pictorial each incoming student
ulty.
revV.v of college events, COLLEG- one of his major duties the reOnly One New Professor
IATE DIGEST contains many fea- sponsibility of acquiring a comThe number of new faculty aptures that will be of interest to plete understanding of all matters pointments is the smallest in sevour readers. Its new department, that will come under his control. eral years with only one new mem"Report Card," contains the latest
This can be accomplished only ber of the professorial staff to
news of the entertainment world.
if everyone enters as many activ- gain appointment.
Photographs of events on our ities as appeal to him and keeps in
Dean Winslow S. Anderson, who
campus can and will appear in
has directed enrollment procedure
constant touch with all branches
COLLEGIATE DIGEST, and stuthis past summer from his home in
of
the
college.
Questions
affectdents are urged to send photos to
New Bridgton, Maine, reported
the editor (Box 472, Madison, ing the students are constantly several weeks ago that the numWis.) so that he may have a arising, and intelligent action can ber of withdrawals of "old" studgreater choice of interesting news be taken only
questions ^ ents is considerably less than last
from our college. He will pay $1
year and that Rollins anticipates
are understood.
for all photos accepted for publia registration of well over 400
I want to urge that as soon as
cation when published.
this year.
This will be the first year that the newcomers become accustomed
The Sandspur has distributed to the campus, they show an inCOLLEGIATE DIGEST as a reg- terest in the affairs of their own
ular feature for its readers. It is government, which is in the hands
Dr. Richard Burton will rejoin
published by the Associated Col- of the Student Association. If we
the faculty of Rollins College about
legiate Press, a cooperative or- begin with a sincere purpose in
October 1, after a summer in Honganization of some 250 college and mmd we will all benefit from the olulu, as visiting professor in the
university newspapers in the Unit- results during the coming year.
University of Hawaii
Urging you to bear this in mind,
ed States, and has proved its
Dr. and Mrs. Burton sailed from
"readability" during the time that 11 extend to you all the cordial
I greetings of the Rollins Student Honolulu for San Francisco and
it has been published.
Los
Angeles August 6. From Los
Some of the other colleges that Association.
Angeles they proceeded to Chicago
use this feature are Harvard,
for a brief glimpse of the Century
At least quite a few million peoDartmouth, Brown, Rutgers, Wisof Progress Exposition. They will
consin, Minnesota, Chicago, Notre ple receive the most admirable of arrive August 19 in New York,
Dame, Columbia, Georgia, Ala- :!ompliments during election cam- where Dr. Burton will lecture Sepbama, Florida, and many others, paigns. Most radio speakers begin tember 25, and then to Washingall of which are members of the ;;heir addresses with: '"Ladies and ton, where he will address the
Chevy Chase school, September 27.
Gentleman."
Associated Collegiate Press.

OUR STUDENT
HEAD

DIGEST ADDED'
TO

Dr. and Mrs. Burton
Back From Abroad

TUPEMT

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Choirmaster
Is Raised To
Asst. Professor

States Presidency and a vice-pres- winner; Ed White of Texas Uniidency.
versity, runner-up; and Frank RidIn the field of journalism Phi ley, also of Georgia Tech, third.
Delta Theta ranks high. George Chick Evans, Jr., the former naHearst, president of the San tional golf champion, who is an
Francisco Examiner, and William enthusiastic Phi, said in his let(Continued fro
1)
Randolph Hearst, Jr., president of ter of congratulations, "I am alThe promotion of Christopher
the New York American, are both ways happy when a Phi wins a
ance that it would have friendly members of Phi Delta Theta. So golf trophy. I sometimes feel that Honas from the rank of instrucconsideration. The granting of the ] is William Allen White of Empor- all golf championships should go tor to that of assistant professor
charter a t the recent convention j ia, Kansas, the famous editor and to members of Phi Delta Theta. It of music education in the Rollins
was a great victory and brings to | author. Other eminerjt Phis in is a great feeling to have the Conservatory of Music was anRollins campus the largest national the newspaper field are Grantland good wishes of one's fraternity benounced during the summer holifraternity in membership in the Rice, the world's greatest sports hind him when he is in a championdays.
United States to join the splendid writer; Herbert Johnson, cartoon- ship—and I am sure Charlie Yates
Mr. Honaas came to Rollins from
group of leading national sorori- ist for the Satevepost; Carr V. and Ed White felt it".
Minnesota in the fall of 1932, and
ties who have already installed Van Anda, managing editor of the
during the past year sei-ved as
Three of the eleven men
chapters here.
New York Times; W. P. Beazell,
choir master in the Knowles MemThe Phi Delta Theta fraternity managing editor of the New York made up the All-American football orial Chapel and as director of the
was founded at Miami University, World; Gilbert T. Hodges, secre- team as listed in Colliers Weekly Rollins Glee Clubs.
were
Phi
Delts;
namely
Crawford
Oxford, Ohio, in 1848 and is one of tary of the New York Sun; W. L.
He spent the past summer studythe oldest Greek letter fraternities. Chenery, editor of Colliers Weekly; of Duke Unversity, tackle; Corbus
ing in New York City.
It now has 105 chapters in 42 of Richard Henry Little, the famous of Stanford University, guard; and
the 48 states in the Union, and in columnist of the Chicago Tribune; Wistert of Michigan, end.
Perhaps the big athletic sensasix of the nine Canadian provinces. Byron Price, chief of the WashingSigma has taken the beautiful Cole
The Rollins chapter, which will be ton Bureau of the Associated Press, tion of the summer was the break- residence on Lakeview Drive where
known as Florida Beta, will be the and Edward L. Keen, European ing of a whole bunch of world's they have much larger quarters.
swimming
records
at
the
Chicago
106th.
manager of the United Press.
and beautiful grounds bordering on
Century of Progress Exposition by
Lake Virginia.
Phi Delta Theta has a memberWalker Young, U. S. construc- Jack Medica, a junior and Phi
ship of more than 40,000, which is
The coming of Phi Delta Theta
tion engineer in charge of build- Delt a t the University of Washinglarger than that of any other colto the Rollins campus will be a
ing Boulder Dam, and Harold L. ton. Medica climaxed the greatest
lege fraternity. Its chapter housnotable feature cf Rollins Semicenswimming
year
ever
recorded
in
Ickes, Secretary of Commerce,
es and national headquarters reptennial year.
who is one of the outstanding men athletic annals by winning all three
resent the property value of S4,in President Roosevelt's cabinet, events in the annual intercollegi000,000.
ate swim meet, and then going on
are both Phis.
he Chinese, long remarked for
Second Chapter in Florida
to win all three events in which he
Five, in Senate
their profound politeness, presented
The Florida Beta chapter a t Eolentered at the Chicago N. A. A.
At
the
present
tme
there
are
five
another
example of their ancient
lins will be a member of Epsilon
U. meet. In the mile free style
Province of Phi Delta Theta which members of Phi Delta Theta in championship he bettered the rec- heritage of manners when an
?rican outhor submitted a numembraces Georgia and Florida. the United States Senate, and ten ord of the then world's champion,
Frank S. Wright, Director of Pub- in the House of Representatives. Arne Borg of Sweden, by 8.8 sec- ber of articles to a Feiping firm
To come closer home. Dr. John onds. In the 440 yard free-style of publishers.
licity at the University of FloriNew York publisher would
da, has been Epsilon Province J. Tigert, president of the Univer- swim he broke the former world's
president since 1930, and his coun- sity of Florida, is an enthusiastic record made by Johnny Weismul- have sent printed slip: "Herewith
Phi and served two years as presi- ler, swimming the course in four
return
. . . we regret that . . .
nd hearty support have been ,
of great help during the past f o u r j ' ' ^ " ' "^ t*"" '^'•'""' Council of the minutes, fifty" and nine tenths sec- trust that . . . remain . . . very
truly
.
.
.
"
f
!
Fraternity.
Dr.
Tigert
gave
the
onds.
Medica
also
won
the
880
The
four chapt<
y^p I Rollins petition his unqualified en- yard swim, and personally scored
The Chinese firm put it thus;
Phi Delta Theta in Georgia: the
University of Georgia, Emory, dorsement.
„, , ,
^ Senator
„
„Duncan
,
, „U. 15 points at the meet. He has now We have read your manuscripts
By the
University, Mercer University, and '=^"^**<='-' """, "^^^"^ ^''^ "5 ° 5 : broken eight world's records in with boundless delight.
Georgia Tech. The only other !'^"<'°' ="•<= "'^^ members of Ph, swimming, and is America's hope ocred ashes of our ancestors we
regain
the
Olympic
swimming
wear
that
we
have
never
dipped
chapter in Florida is at the State i »<>'t^ Theta and endorsed the Kap;le, which is now held by Japan, into a hook of such overwhelming
University There are nearly 700 'P" ^ ' " ^"S^™" Petition, as did Ray
the
1936
Olympic
games.
!
mastery.
If
we
were
to
publish
members of Phi Delta Theta scat-j !*=""""•<* "aker, who is both a
nber of
hon rary
book it would be impossible in
tered throughout Florida, repre iPhi
Local Occupied High Place
j the future to issue any book of a
senting many of the leading col- Kappa Phi Sigma.
Kappa Phi Sigma has always oc- ' lower standard. As it is unthinkleges and universities of tht
During the past
cupied a' high place on the Rollins j able that within the next 10,000
country.
Smith, a Phi from the University
and its members have been I years we shall find its equal, we
Phi Delta Thetas Phominent
of Indiana, was honored with the awarded five out of the eight Sulare, to our great regret, compelled
Members of Phi Delta "Theta | ^''^'^^f^^^ . ^ ^ / ^ ^ Natiojial EducaHonor Medallions presented to return this too divine work and
tion Association; and Dr. McLe;
held many prominent offici
to Rollins undergraduate men dur- beg you a thousand times to forthe nation, including a United i ter, a Phi from the University of ing the past eight years.
I Virginia, won the presidency of the
give our action."
The honorary members of Kappa
'American
Medical
Association.
; Another Phi, President Lewis of Phi Sigma include Dr. Charles A.
pbell. Dean of the Knowles
I LaFayette College, was recently
elected president of the Association Memorial Chapel; Dr. Arthur D.
These National
of American Colleges, succeeding Enyart, Dean of Men; W. R. O'Dr. Soper, president of Ohio Wes- Neal, secretary of the Rollins
a n d Local Firms
Expert Repairs
leyan University, who was also a Board of Trustees; Linton J. Ali-president of the First Na- ;
Phi.
H a v e F o u n d t h a t it
tional Bank in Orlando; and Dr. j
'• Phis are Outstanding Athletes
Pays t o A d v e r t i s e in
In the finals of the National In- Edwin O. Grover of the Rollin.s
ASK THE MAN
tercollegiate Golf Tournament of faculty.
The Rollins
Sandspur:
Cleveland this summer three of the In order to accomodate the large
WHO'S BEEN HERE
four semi-finalists were Phis, number of men who wish to live
Lucky Strike
Charlie Yates of Georgia Tech, the in the chapter house, Kappa Phi
Chesterfield
Andy's Gizrage
R. C. Baker
Bennett Electric
Bledsoe's
Bookery
Circle Dress Shop
Crips
College Garage
Colonial
Costley Motors
E invite you to visit Winter Park, Home of Rollins College,
Davis Office Supply Co.
this winter; to enjoy Florida at its best in our attractive
DeLong
Dickson Ives Co.
community set among tropical verdure, orange groves and
Eda's
fresh water lakes.
Floyd, Fred
Firestone
Gary's
Grover Morgan
Play golf, fish, motor, games on public playgrounds or simiGloria Hat Shop
lar diversions. Attend plays in the Annie Russell Theatre, servNoack's
ices in Knowles Memorial Chapel, Symphony Orchestra, ConBill Norris
Owl Book Shop
certs, letcures by speakers of national prominence and the faO'Neal Branch
mous Rollins Animated Magazine.
Or./nge Buick
Orange Laundry
Perrydell
Pewter
Pitcher
Your visit need not be expensive. Various accommodations
Quality Bakery
are offered at a wide range of moderate prices. There are furEd Randall
nished bungalows, apartment houses, excellent hotels, boarding
Rendezvous
Remington Rand
houses and rooms in private homes awaiting your selection.
Rollins Chocolate Shop
Sanitary Meat Market
Stevens Service
Let us tell you more about Winter Park. Write us for an
Square Dei;l Service
Winter Park Transfer
illustrated booklet and the detailed information you desire.
Charles Wright
Address:
Winter Park Insurance Co.
Yowell Drw
Parisian Cleaners
Chamber of Commerce
R. F. Leedy
Johnson, the Barber
Orlando Steam L,;undryL

KAPPA PHI
SIGMA

Dependability!
At our new used car lot at 666 North Orange Avenue, net door to the Orange Court
Hotel, we have a wide selection of good used
cars.
We respectfully solicit the patronage of
Rollins students.
Alemite lubrication, washing, polishing,
service of all kinds.

Newald Motors, Inc.
70 West Colonial Drive
ORLANDO
Phone 2144
"Your Dodge and Plymouth Dealers"

Andy's Garage

A FEW WORDS TO THE

Parents of Rollins Students!

Four years of work . . .
Four years of play . . .
Four years of BUYING!

W

Chamber of Commerce
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
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A new freshman class enters with this issue. The
Sandspur is the only newspaper whose circulation covers
them 100 per cent their whole four years. Freshmen,
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, Alumnae and Faculty;
your buying public.

The Rollins Sandspur

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Ha^ve they heen
buying Tour
Product?

iiMii
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Published by Students of Rollins College

THE

SONEWSIONES^
FORROLLINSl
OF FAil

REUNION HELD

THE DEAN
OF MEN

Large Group Attends Annual
Function at Home of Dr. Holt

Famous Walk to Receive No-.
table Addition frj)m^
• r ^ '
Europe
More than fifty stepping stones
: from Europe will be added to the i
I Path of Fame at Rollins College,
President Holt announced upon reI turning from a two month's trip
! abroad with Mrs. Holt.
^ President Holt said he had se1 cured the stones with the assihtance of his son, George, other
OR.A.D,
ENYART
members of his family and friends
Welcome! On entering Rolin England, France, Germany and
lins
College
you
have
but broadItaly. Although he visited the several "danger spots" in Europe, en- ened your family circle to take
tering Austria the day after the as- in new loyalties, new interests,
sassinaton of Chancellor Dollfuss, new friendships, new responsithe Rollins head preferred to talk bilities and duties.
The relation of the College to
^about the stepping stones rather
It
than discuss political problems. He you should be three-fold.
should
train you for service. It
admitted that, for the first time
in his life, he and Mrs. Holt had should impart the spirit of sermade this year's trip strictly one vice. It should help you to disof pleasure. He dropped his role as cover your particular field of
a student of international relations service. As you enter the Roland concentrated on the experience lins family therefore you should
ask net only "What can I get
of enjoying himself.
from you?" but, "What can I
One of the most interesting of
give to you?"
the memorial stones is a marker
The natural daring of youth
that Anton Lang, the Christus of
which is yours, will be transthe Oberammagau Passion Play,
formed into a steadfast purpose
gave him personally from his home
that will control your course,
in Bavaria, where Dr. and Mrs.
that will make work more imHolt witnessed the spectacle. A
portant than reward and serstone representing Richard Wagvice synonymius with success.
ner was secured in Munich, one of
Then one day before you reMartin Luther in Augsberg, and in
Nuremberg he obtained
stones alize the time that has elapsed,
you
will discover the family
from the homes of Albrecht Durer
and Hans Sachs, the cobbler poet circle has broadened and you
will
stretch
out ycur hand an
and me'stersinger.
educated man, to call the world
In Italy Dr. Holt secured stones
"Brother".
representaing Gabriel d'Annunzio.
Stop in to see me often.
Marco Polo, Titian, Eleanor Duse.
Cordially,
and Tenteretto, all in Venice.
A. D. ENYART
Among the stones he was able
to find in Paris, Dr. Holt said, were
those representing Racine, Laplace,
Oscar Wilde, Corot, Balzac, Victor
Hugo and several others of equal
fame. The collection of stones from
England in the Path of Fame will
be enriched as a result of Dr. Holt's
summer activities by the addition
of memorials reprkjsentirtx John
London (UP)—An American r:
Keats, from Hempstead; Richard dio program specialist is adv:sir
Neville, Earl of Wawick, from the British Broadcasting Corpor:
Warwick Castle; Simon de Mont- tion en how to p'.ease Britis'i Ii
fort from Kenil
th Castle; Anne jteners.
Hathaway from Stratford-on-Av- I Edward R. Conne, N. S. radio
on; John Wesley, from Oxford: producer, has been asked to subThomas A. Becket, from Canter- mit a program to the B. B. C , embury Cathedral; Christopher Mar- [bodying his own ideas of what aplowe, from Canterbury; Charles peals most to radio fans.
Dickens from Gads Hill; William j "You don't want to have to exthe Conqueror from Wolvesey Cas- j ercise the bra'n to listen in for
tie; Duke of Marlborough from enjoyment," Conne states. "Radij
Blenheim Castle and stones repre- listeners do not want to be educatsenting John Masefield, Cardinal jed over the air. What they want
Newman, Matthew Arnold. John lis complete relaxation after wor'^."
Ruskin, Walter Pater, William | in the broad )isting of plays.
Blackstone, Chrstopher Wren, E Conne insists that the voices of
H. Lawrence and others.
each character should be so differSamuel Johnson, James Boswell ent, and pcssessed of such individSir Joshua Reynolds, David Dar uality, that no effort will be requirrick, and Oliver Goldsmith are rep ed by the listener to recognize a
resented by a relic from the orgi- iparticuL actor's voice.
nal building known as the ''ChesThe British Broadcasting Corhire Cheese" in London, where poration heard of Conne's presence
those celebrities gathered.
Dr. here, and as a result British lisHolt also obtained a portion of teners will probably be entertained
stone frrm the Poet's Corner in with a new type of program.
Westminster Abbey and markers
from the several colleges at OxWoman Sues Radio Station
ford University, each stone repreST. LOUIS, Mo.—(UP) — Mrs.
senting a group of distinguished
Engl-flhmen of letters, art, science Minnie Tamalis has filed a SIO,000 damage suit against radio staor theology.
Dr. Holt stayed for some time in tion WIL here, claiming she beEngland to attend the graduation came financially embarrassed when
of his sen, George, a Rhodes schol- j she followed an announced's legal
I advice. C. W. Benson, station sales
manager sad the advice given thf
j woman came from attorney-*

^Voodstock, Conn., was the scene
of a happy birthday party for
President Holt when over two
hundred alumni, undergraduates,
entering students, faculty, trustees, and friends gathered at his
summer home for the annual summer Rollins reunion on August 18.
Following the period of registration, renewal of acquaintances and
a visit to President Holt's home
and museum, the group adjourned
to the shore of Roseland Lake.
Just before luncheon the alumni
counsel held an important meeting
at which time plans for the alumni participation in the semi-centennial program of the college for
1935 were discussed.
Holt Receives Cake
After a picnic luncheon a brief
program consisting of a welcome
and the presentation of a brthday
cake to Dr. Holt by Gordon Spence,
representing the undergraduates,
took place. Pres. Holt spoke optimistically of the outlook for the
coming year and predicted that
the college faced its best session.
He spoke also of the special program whch is being developed for
the purpose of celebrating the fiftieth year of Rollins College.
Prizes were awarded to Orpha
Hodson, '32, who came from Miami, Florida., the longest distance,
and to Ml-, and Mrs. Kinsman
Wright (Alice Bulter) the most
recently married couple. Special
prizes were also awarded to the
mcst beautiful girl and to the
handsomest young man among the
incoming students. The names of
the winners have not been told.
Punch and sandwiches were on
sale by the mothers of local Rollins students, headed by Mrs.

ROLLINS

A thrice-wedded
philosopher
writes that marriage is just like a
railroad s.gn; when you see a pretty girl you stop and look, and after you're married, you listen.
Never contradict a
less she is minimizing her charms.

Chev. Coupe.
Chev. Cab.
Ford Coune.
Chev. Coupe.

Miss Katharine Lewis, Alumni
Secretary of Rollins College, has
been signally honored by inclusion
in the forthcoming edition of the
well-known
reference
volume,
"Who's Who Among Associatir n
Executives".
Such recognition lists her as one
of the better-known executives ot
the country and comes as a lesult
of her highly successful careei of
eight years on the Rollins statf
during the last three of which she
has directed the activities of the
Rcllins Alumni Association.
Miss Lewis is a native of Mt
Dora and is a graduate of Rollins
College. Her memberships include
Chi Omega Sorority, American
Ass'n. of University Women, Faculty Women's Club, and Ameiican
Alumni Council.
Miss Lewis is editor of the "Rollins Alumni Record," official alumni publication of Rollins which has
a national circulation of 2500.

fOrnJfii/2{Af£ LGW/S

Dallas to Enetertain Oil Men
DALLAS, Tex. — (UP) — The
Ameucan Petroleum I'nstitute will
hfld its annual convention here on
November 12th to 15th. More than
1,5500 of the 5,000 delegates expected have made hotel reservation. R. B. Whitehead, chairman
of the reservations committee said
indications were thart the 1934
meeting would be the largest in the
ms-'itute's history.

E,J.
IS PpOIED
Well Known Chemist Elevated
to Associate Professor

College years are in
many ways the most important
years of early life. At this
time many cf you have your
first experience of being away
from the shelter and care of
home and parents and of being
under the necessity of directing
your own lives.
To each girl who returns to
College comes a new opportunity to strengthen all that has
been gocd in her ideals and her
progress toward the realization
of these ideals, and to turn
away from the influences that
have hindered development of a
noble life.
To you who are coming for
the first time I am glad to extend a cordial welcc-me. Your
part in this great adventure
will depend on your choice of
friends and on the use you
make of your tii
and opportunities. You \ e much to
give as well as to gain; only
by giving the best you have and
sacrificing some of the easy
pleasures that might fill ycur

The promotion of Dr, Edward J.
Sal-strom from the rank of assistant professor of chemistry to that
of associate professor for the
coming year, has been announced
at Rollins.
Dr. Salstrom came to Rollins last
Fall to take charge of the courses
m chemistry and to succeed Dr. F.
R. Georgia. Dr. Salstrom is widely known among teachers and
chemists as a result of his studies
and writings relating particularly
to the thermadynamic properties
of various chemical solutions.
Formerly at M. I. T.
A native of Canada, Dr. Salstrom attended high school in
Portland, Ore., and was
graduated
from Oregon State College in
1923 with the B. S. degree in
i Chemistry. He received his M. S.
I degree in chemistry from the Uni] versity of Washington in 1928 and
his Ph.D. degree from the University of California in 1930. He
taught in high schools in Oregon
and Washington before accepting
a teaching fellowship at the University of Washington in 1927.
For the three years prior to his
appointment to Rollins he had
taught chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Boston.

time can you hope to gain the
best Rollins can give you.
To those who are returning
and to those who are coming to
Rollins for the first time I extend a cordial greeting, and
look fcrward to a happy year
with you.
HELEN G. SPRAGUE

How Kefresning./

I The man who said the ! —
j could never contain the greatci giU
'his start in some other place ..han
,a ladies' shoe store.

other good i
pick from

Costley Motor Co.
Inc.
Oranjie at Amelia
I'hone 5290

Katherine Lewis,
Alumni Secretary,
Signally Honored

Rambunctious Goat Chained
CLEVELAND—(UP) — "Billy"
is tied with a hevy chain now and
Mrs.
Anna Prszybys, 50, is still
recovering from painful back injuries as the result of Billy's rambunct'ousness. Billy, of course, is
a goat. His owner, Walter Uhinck,
chained him in a vacant lot to
graze. But Billy got loose just as
Mrs.
Pryszbys walked past. Police said she was knocked down
tw ice

British to Try
American Plan
of Broadcasting

19;13
1932
1932
1929
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Morse, mother of Stuart and Joe
Morse.
Woodstock Extra a Feature
A feature of the day was the
publication of the "Woodstock Extra", a special edition of the Rollins Alumni Record, which was devoted to the ac'^ivities of the class
of '34 and the undergraduates.
Those remaining over enjoyed a
picnic supper at the picnic grove
on the lawn of ''Sunset Hill".
Among the guests were Mr. and
Dick, Mrs. George Morgan Ward,
Mrs.
Irving Bacheller, Mrs. A. E.
widow of the late president emeritus, and Mrs. George E. Warren,
donor of the Knowles Memorial
Chapel.

Wilful waste breeds woeful i
lar at Oxford. George accompanied
I his parents back to this country,
and plans to teach during the coming year.

ROLLINS CHOCOLATE SHOP
The Quiet Friendly Dining Room

BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER
.\LSO

Cigars - Candyl - lee Cream -Cigarettes
Cold Drinks

"It's toasted"
y Your throat protection—against irritation
—against cough

am of tlie Crop" is good enough for Luckies.
And that means—Luckies use
only the clean center leaves—
V Su. these are the mildest leaves—they
cost more—they taste better.
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To the New Students
The season of welcomes is at hand,
and the befogged freshman is surfeited with the abundant friendly greetings, official and otherwise, that are
tendered each new arrival as he
alights from his automobile or ti'ain.
Every welcome that is extended
may be accepted as sincere, and if the
new student is overcome by the
smothering blanket of effusive verbal
gladhanda, he is simply the innocent
victim of well meant, if misguided enthusiasm. Truth to tell, the repitition in a thousand different ways of
the familiar "make yourself at home"
is usually sweet music in the air to
the young newcomer, who may be
venturing from the home hearth for
the first time.
The freshman at Rollins is likely
to be confused by the problem of combining in his one mind and one body
all the mental and physical attributes
that he is soon informed are his: he
has been selected as a superior student before his entrance papers were
accepted; he is a lowly, ignoble, ignorant and undignified rat; he is one of
a promising group which must carry
on the finest of fine college traditions; he is an underdog who must
kowtow to upperclassmen at every
turn; and he is the bosom friend of
everyone in sight—all at the same
time and almost in the same breath.
It is confusing to say the least, and
illogical in the extreme.
The only attitude in which a freshman can possibly enjoy the "ratting"
period is one of wholehearted praticipation in all rat activities. If the
new student but realized it, the sophomoric pleasure of berating him
would dwindle away if he entered into
the process with a disconcerting willingness. Mahatma Gandi could do
marvels among the freshman classes
in American schools with his gospel
of pacific resistance.
In our opinion, the best advice
a freshman can receive is simply,
BE YOURSELF. Although someone else had the idea first as a
philosophy of life, we never
heard it applied specifically to
freshmen.
Let that, then, be the distinguishing mark of the incoming class: an

utter absence of frills and airs, a
like absence of undue subservience, a
spirif\ of willing cooperation in all activities, and a frendly acknowledgement of the temporary superiority of
the upperclassmen.
The Sandspur. in that spirit, bids
ycu "Welcome to Rollins."

Phil Delt Takes a Bow
A new national men's fraternity
has been announced for early appearance on the Rollins campus. The
granting of the Phi Delta Theta charter to the Kappa Phi Sigma local culminates a campaign for the latter's
nationalization which has been in
progress several years.
Rollins has long enjoyed the presence of an ample supply of national
sororities, and is almost unique
among colleges in having no locals
among the women's social organizations. The majority of similar men's
groups have, on the other hand, until
this year been strictly Rollins' own.
and the advent of this chapter of one
of "The Big Three" will swing the
balance in favor of the nationals for
the first time.
It is gratifying to observe
among the student body on our
campus a group bent upon progress and development; an attitude of lassitude and laziness,
even of utter self-satisfaction
seems to have invaded several
Rollins fraternities and sororities. This will inevitably act as
a dangerous hindrance to both
the improvement and the prestige of those organization and
should be zealously guarded
against.
The SANDSPUR congratulates the
members of Kappi Phi Sigma upon
the success cf their efforts, and the
members of its new foster-parent upon the acquisition of an able and
promising new chapter.

Will You Help Us?
The 1934-35 SANDSPUR makes
its bow with this, the largest edition
of its history. It is particularly fitting that such an occasion should
mark the beginning of our fortieth
year of publication.
With this issue, which contains material to be preserved for future reference, we are distributing our first
illustrated supplement. The College
Digest, of which the complete story
may be found elsewhere in our pages,
is included only the campus copies for
the students' pleasure, and we are
most desirous of receiving your frank
opinion of and reaction to this new
feature.
Comics of national circulation
also make their initial appearance in this edition, and we have
added a crossword puzzle in answer to many requests. Soon to
come is a radio program listing,
also in response to popular demand.
Our sports department will receive
able attention, and we plan to strive
for efficient cooperation in the gathering of all news, particularly the personal items that are most readable.
The SANDSPUR is your paper—
"Published Weekly by the Students
of Rollins College"—and can be only
as good a NEWSpaper as you are willing to make it. The editorial statf
bespeaks your cooperation in its efforts to place the Sandspur high
among the oustanding collegiate publications of the entire country.
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Keep Your Head High
The Rollins College Tars are facing
the most difficult football season in
the history of the College. Dire pr2dictions are being cast concerning the
outcome of the 1934 season.
Foootball scores, in the final anal.vsis mean very little. Within a very
short time the.v are completely forgotten and only remain for posterity
in the shelves of musty college annuals. Reputations, however, ara
priceless, and are handed down each
year to the new to maintain ',nd
carry on.
In the words of Coach MacDowal.
"A Rollins Football Team has not
failed if it has upheld our tradition of
being a fighting, scrapping team that
never quits."
This is applicable to the student
body. It is up to us to show our p'ayers that we are behind them to the
last man. No matter what may be
the score or the condjftion of the
game, cheer on our fighting gridders
and give them the last ounce of your
support.
Convince every player that the
faith of the student body in them is
unchanging and immovable. When
the determined Rollins fighting spirit cannot be downed, even at the time
when ours is the short end of the
score, many cocksure oppenents will
depart from the field of battle, realizing too late the truth in the old
adage, "That it is not the size of the
dog in the fight, but the size of the
fight in the dog."

Thank You and Congratulations
The SANDSPUR acknowledges a
debt of gratitude to Miss Katherine
Lewis and The Alumni Record for the
generosity with which the services of
that publication were lent in the asembling of news for this first edition
of the year.
Felicitation are tendered Miss Lewis upon the honors she has most deservedly received in recognition of
her untiring labors. Although everyone knows of the sacrifices and generous devotion of her time that she
has always been more than willing to
offer, few realize the constant app'ication demanded by her tasks, and we
are pleased to add our earnest plaudits to the many she has already received.

Patronage
A number of the merchants in Winter Park and Orlando have pledged
their support of Rollins College and
its activities. Only through their
cooperation and interest is this publication made possible.
It is only right and proper that the
students of Rollins shoud show their
appreciation to these business men
in an.y way that they possibly can,
and they can do this by giving the
advertisers their patronage. They
have publicly demonstrated a friendly and amicable feeling towards us,
and this sentiment should be reciprocated.
Patronize our advertisers.
Give them your business.
Let them know that Rollins College
never forgets its friends and supporters.
Sometimes jealousy is a tribute; it
marks one who appreciates your superiority.

THE CHAPEL TOWER LIGHT
By Dean Charles A. Campbell

Do a Little More!
Some time ago while passing
through the city of Charleston, I was
accosted by a small darkey boot-black
with his challenging "Shine 'em up,
suh ?" Just then another appeared
on the scene quite determined to secure my patronage. Believing in the
value of honest competition, I said,
"Which gives the more for the money ?" One said, "I gives you a good
shine, suh!" The other replied, "I
gives you a good shine, sings you a
little song and does you a little
dance." I closed immediately with
the latter, who fulfilled his pledge
with fidelity, proving himself a versatile artist.
I confess to a great admiration of
the man, boot-back or banker, who
does a little more, who gives a little
more than the law demands, and who
finds in the process a real satisfaction. Most of us prefer to deal with
the merchant who gives "down
weight." He never lacks customersNobod yloves the man who is precise
and exact to the uttermost farthing.
In the long run he who does a little
more than he is supposed to do goes
forward to increasing success. The
student who studies a little harder
than is necessary to make a passing
grade is in a fair way of getting an
education, for his sense of privilege

exceeds his sense of pri obligation.
Not what I must do, but what I may
do is the distinction between a slave
and a free man. To work after the
clock strikes the quitting hour, to
earn a little more salary than your
salary represents, to hang on to a difficult problem when everyone else
gives up in despair—this is the spirit
that weaves a golden thread into the
web of life and makes it fine.
Someone said that Wellington's soldiers were no braver than the soldiers of Napoleon, but that they were
brave for thirty minutes longer. It
was the thirty minutes more that
turned the tide of battle from defeat
to victory. Go where you will, into
all the great enterprises of life, you
will find that the superb heroisms belong to those who work a little more,
who think a little harder, who endure
a little longer.
The great Teacher of mankind ones
spoke of "good measure, heaped up.
pressed down, shaken together and
running over." He also said, "if one
compel you to go with him one mile,
go with him two." That is one of the
insignia of royal living: to convert
an obligation into an opportunity and
to glorify a necessity by translating
it into a gracious service. Do your own
bit and a little bit more, and see how
it works!
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HOW I T BEGAN £iPJ^I^\

Items
. to
e to
shy.
-but

Fresh: To sret a date
look like Gable, sinjr
and dance like Fred
a little dou.ffh will

:. my pret-" she said.
&EMCH WAS BROKEN UP 1
HE COULD NOT riEET HIS DEBTS.
FROM THIS CAt-lE THE T E f t f .
^'BANCO ROTTO'*C&ROKEN BENCH), 5LUR'?E3

5!WN»

I As the chers player s
I takes a lot cf pawning to
\ g:ood queen around.
"Did •ou hear about the girl in
the c ( f on stockings?"
"No. What happened to her?"'
"Noth

BOUND TO
BE RE.AD
B.v H. .ALLEN' SMITH
United Press Book Editor
TiiTany Thayer quite obviously
is one ot tho.'.e fellows who will
try anything once. Mr. Thayer is
a young man as authors go, an 1
a hard worker. He has a goo 1
sized stack cf books to his cicdit
isonie, of course, to his debit), an 1
he probably has many more \ ol
umes left in his system.
His latest adventure in unique
literary endeavor i.s called "Kings
and Numbers" (Morrow), and it
turns out to be a modernized Mtw
of Greece and the world that P e n
cles knew.

CO-ED CHORl S
I prefe gu.vs thai are big and
There is more than enough gold
To on s thai are small and neat;
in the ocean's depths to redeem the
entire world's debt. As the theme But the
for a new song lyric this probably
comes under the heading of Liquid
Assets.
-The Purdue Exponent,

EVERYDAY MOVIES

Bx ^^\)rtman

New, Pericles was a great pel
son himself, and Mr. Thayer has
not had to seek far for a raft of
material concerning his life an i
tmes. He has taken this mateiial
and welded it into a book that is
startling at moments, horribly dull
at others but, on the whole, qu tc
entertaining.
Theyar, with an
eye to his public, has slapped on
layers of sex pretty heavily, l u t
that doesn't hurt the general p c
ture.
He

that this biik in thc
; and may mount to
befrre he is finishe i

othe
"Black God." by D. Manneis
Sutton (Lonprmans) is another book
about the whites and the blacks of
the Congro. Yet it is vastly supwner, si's day in and j ing clima.v. Ke
ed that the
erior to most novels that have been . day out
the bank, waiting for ! Congo gods (1(
let M'Kato
written about Africa.
I the g:ods to act
act as
as promised by a (down.
The setting is a little town on i native witch doctor. The story |
the banks of a narrow river, where moves along familif • lines, and J With all ',he profes.»oriaI dcM'Kato, a black man whose hands ithe characters are pi asantly real. Itachment of a clinical scientist
were cut off by a slave-driving- iThe tale itself works nto an excit- j Bernard DeVoto, who took on the
; stature of a giant in the field of
• • • • • ^
I social history with his "Mark
Twain's America," has assembled
a group of characters from tbe
late Lost Generation for a study
^ ^ = ^ S S 5 S i = By LARS MORRIS •
in bewildered human nature. He
calls his novel "We Accept With
ACBOSS
Pleasure" (Little Brown).
-Witty saying
' holding
.Jonathan and Loring Gale, distant cousins with their ancestral
I Indian weight
roots deep in one of Boston's older
ea
iaml more hallowed families; Ric
being
' Barreda, writer of smart plays, and
21—Genus ol cow;
•d
; Ted Grayson, neurotic un'versity
J24—Very small (co
|pro''essor, all attended Harvard
|26—Vigor (Slang)
26—Martinique
together and survived the World
2ft—False hair
! 29—Drainpipe
30—Ingenuity
War. Their intellectual gropings
33—Makes fat
34—Lukewarm
for a way to live form the basis
35—Writer cf
for Mr. DeVoto's studies.
Thev
'^re now in middle (perhaps "muddle" w(uld be more appropriate)
: (6—Wiles
age; the glorious, confident aspir4B—Son ol <
DOWN
ations of their youth have been
^u—Agitate
dfseasa
host in a shifting world.
se trlba
! T r e d people accept compromise
'without too much argument. Dei Vote's characters find their escap?
•^
[in the acceptance (without tco
,o
j"iuch Pleasure) of what circumstances have decreed for them.
'"•
The author writes dignifiedly of
undignified things. His delineations and the report of his case
!o
study constitute an approach in
some degree to Aldous Huxley's
" P o n t Counter Point."
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Humanity surely needs practical
men who make the best of their
work for the sake of their own interests, without forgetting the general interest. But it also needs
dreamers, for whom the unselfish
ffllowing of a purpose is so imperative that it becomes impossible for
them to devote much attention to
their own material benefit.—Mme.
Curie.

Naturally enough, what Ami
a's farmers are interested
earning is how much the R. F.
an do for the R. F. D.
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The Darker the Better

BENNY

Bv J. Carver Pusev
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Summer Squibs
Chicago was the popular place
for Rollinsites this summer, and
"Prexy" Dave Schrage seems to
have done his share as host during
the season,

Farnsworth, by coincidence, also
cruised off the coast of Mane.
Johnny Turner summered on
Mockinac Island; Dick Lee played
at the Family Manor in Pelham
and entertained all the sail boats
Joe Jardine visited Johnny Ba- and yachts he has just fallen heir
ker. Louise and Peg: Jenkins were to.
at the Fair. Walker and Holly EdGeorge "The Dude" Porter went
wards spent a while with Ruth
Continental on us and insisted on
Todd. Katrina Knowlton reprewriting aggravating letters from
sented her sisters at the Pi Phi
Paris,
Jugoslava,
and
points
Convention in Yellow Stone Park,
south.
Eleanor "the Duchess"
where she acquired a shiny loving
Reese and Grace Conner made the
cup by virtue of her aquatic abilicrossing with George with the
ty; she stopped enroute home at
uffering from a slight
Becky Coleman's. Connie Righter Duchess
touch
of mal de mer," almost al!
accompanied Katrina in the West.
the way.
Bob Howell spent several weeks
Marler Eldredge went social
in Flrrida, and then pursued a job what with spring dances at Annapto Chicago. Cleveland McGinnis olis and visiting about New Engreversed the order by leaving a job land. Bets Richards and Adelaide
in the Windy City and hurrying Anderson spent the time at the
back to Florida to find some cool latter's summer home in the mounweather, (advt.)
tains of Vermon.
R. Brown and his sister, Helen,
Charles and Lennox Allen tourwho is entering Rollins this term, ed California with their parents.
drove over from their home in Ne- Jack Ott showed Mary Jane the
braska to attend the Woodstock blue hills of Kentucky; Howard
Reunion. They collected Johnny Showalter put Dean Enyart's EcoMoore in Chicago and visited him nomic to the test by working in a
on Long Island afterwards. John- bank. Jim Tullis had a summer job
ny had been working in a Century n Cleveland fro
of Progress exhibit.
muted on one i mportant
Gorden Spence, after cruising off to the Phi Delti Theta convention
the New England coast the early up in Michigan.
Hazel Bowen vsited Midge Jaepart of the summer, finally settled
down to work and assisted Pres. ger in Milwaukee and went on to
Holt on a speaking tour. ..Sally I Boston to see Johnny Beaufort;

Ruth Dawson attended the Theta
convention in Asheville, but soon
was loafing away on Long Island ; Sally Limerick and Norris
Clark were both working in New
York, Sally wth a publishing house.
Betty Chapman visited Ed Rollins, and at last report neither was
planning to return to school this
fall. Teddy and Buck spent their
time visiting back and forth.
Gil Maxwell admits he broadcasted
his poetry on NBC in competiton
with Eddie Guest, but failed to
make the grade. .."Rollinsania" Davis made life mserable for New
York artists' models while attending art school there and made a
big hit with the "New Yorker" and
"Golden Book," but also failed t<i
make the grade by a narrow margin.
Jane Thayer visited Virginia
Jaekel in Doylestown, then Ginny
returned to visit in Cleveland; Judie Vale visited in Bronxville and
later in Jersey. Cricket Mainwaring
was in Mangate, N. J., and then
went to Canada; Alice Batten visited Anne Lawry early in the summer and the two went to Wisconsin together.
Tampa Hyer spent a while in July at Cricket's home in Pennsylvania. Margaret LeFevre summered
in the North Carolina mountains.
-.. Ken Solomon yachted away at
Duxbury. and Bill Woodhull summered at Kennebulk as usual, while

Stu Eaton worked in New York
as an agent for a cellophane wrapping concern.
Nancy Cushman and Helen Jackson went to Yellowstone for the
Kappa convention, while Connie Etz
attended the Gamma Phi convention in Denver; Connie returned to
her summer home in Westmoreland,
N. H., after attending to her duty
out west. Eloisa Williams visited
in New York, Hartford and Chicago, and then went on to her home
on the range in Montana. Jerry
Collinson also went home to the
far regions in Scobey, Montana.
Charles Clawson frittered away
the summer in Babson Park and
went north about the first of September. He has composed three
new lyrics that he is going to try
out on the long suffering faculty
and student body when he gets
'back to Winter Park. Johnny Bullock also spent the summer in Flcrida.
Tony Merrill was quite ill with
a case of acute appendicitis, but
recovered sufficiently to work as
37th assistant electrician in a small
summer theatre on Cape Cod. Jim
Tuverson did similar work in Rhode
Island, and apparently swiped assorted cans of paint on his days off.
Alyce Cleveland, Olive Dickson
and Dot Smith attended the Chi
Omega convention in the Pocomo
Mountains in Pennsylvania in the
first part of the summer. Eleanor
Sheet was a camp councillor at
Bradentcn.
Nedjdet Hayri has been with the
Turkish Embassy in Washington.
Various reports placed Kid Roberts digging ditches for the CWA,
playing in a jazz orchestra, play-

Faculty Notes

Dr,
taught during summer session at Colorado
State Teachers' College and then
tame east to sail for Geneva in the
latter part of July.
"A Bifgraphy of the Greek People" is the title of a new book by
Professor C. F. Lavell, exchange
Mrs. Clinton Scollard spent the
professor at Rollins in 1927-28. summer in Michigan.
From Homer down through the
Alexandrians the major expressions of the Greek attitude towards
FOR SALE—Model 80 Pier
religion, philosophy and science are
irrow Coach, 49.000 mih
analyzed.
:hauffeur driven. Good paii
Prof. Grover and Dr. John Marair rubber. $225.00.
tin have been summering in the
Square Deal Service Station
mountains of North Carolina with
2501 N. Orange, Orlando
their families.
Dr. E. J. Salstrom has been continuing his research work during
the summer at the Eastman LaboTypewriter Headquarters
atory of the Massachusetts Uni'ersity of Technology.
Sales and Service
Prof. A. J. Hanna spent the first
New Portables, $.?0 - $64.50

BOUET

ju

FIVE
part of the summer making a 3,000 mile tour of Mexico with his
mother, Mrs. Josiah C. Hanna. At
the University of Mexico he continued his study of the Spanish Colonial System.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ran.son Warner
underwent an operation at the
Florida Sanitarium during the

ing nurse to a couple of polar
bears, and in jail. The latter report
seems to be the most believable.
Bert St. Cyr spent a quiet summer
in Bethlehem, Pa., with her knitting.
John Beaufort was wi'iting for
the Christian Science Monitor. Mal
JVIalone was life guard on Lake Virginia. Johnny Bliss was also in
All Makes Used Typewriters
shared an apartment in New
"Florida, hunting bones. Soc Cha- .lYork with Betty
Childs. Mary
kales spent several weeks in New Jane Meeker was in Brooklyn with
York after driving Kay Lewis up her brother all summer.
19 E. Pine St.
to the Big City.
Bill Carmody
Orlando
worked in a bank in Newark,
No . ne is so liberal with prophGordon Jones spent the summer j
Phone 4822
he who has nothing else to
touring the country with his moth- '
er, and they covered the territory ]
between here and Yellowstone \
Park pretty
thoroughly; Jimmy \
Gowdy was visiting Jean Glass in j
Estes Park and Gordon dropped in
on them for a while during his
month in the old home town, DenDavid Bothe, after spending }
three weeks during the early part j
of the summer in Chicago and vi- I
ninity whiled away the remainer of i
the vacation working in a paper |
Hope your stay with us will be both profitable
products factory. Bill Whalen oc- |
cupied himself doing odd jobs about
and pleasant. Our services are at your disposal.
Peekskill, but managed to get away
for a few week-ends in Pennsyl-

Davis Office Supply

ROLLINS STUDENTS
We Welcome You Back

Henry Garrigues, Jr., worked for
his father en the Penn. railroad.
Joe Howell studied birds in Maine.
Paul Parker had a job selling in
Boston and doing special editorial
work. Dick Shattuck wais with
the Putney Players in Vermont.
Grace Terry taught the unsuspecting Spaniards of Tampa how
to speak French. Jean Parker
went to Columbia Summer School

ORANGE LAUNDRY AND
ACME COLONIAL CLEANERS
Winter Park, Phone 413

Here's a "Welcome Back" to the Upper-classmen and a ''Glad to Meet You" to the Freshmen from the Colonial Stores in Orlando and
Winter Park
After your outside sports, between classes, or "just
wandering around," drop in to see us, or the phone will
bring the Colonial Service to you.
We are maintaining our complete fountain service,
featuring our special Poinsettia made ice cream—16%
or more butter fat. You will also find here your favorite
sandwich, plain or toasted. Also featuring a complete
drug siore service, toilet goods, magazines and northern
newspapers and Whitman's Candies. Special orders are
given our prompt attention.
To serve you is a pleasure, to

THE COLONIAL

Orlando, Phone 7690-7313

THE

LIST OF NEW STUDENTS
student

Address

Prep School or College

ALLEN, Roy Lee
ANDREWS, Howard
ASENSIO, Dolores
ATWOOD, Ward Lehner
BAILEY, Catharine Helen
BAKER, Eliot Spence
BALDWIN, Richard Oran
BALLARD, Seymour Durnford
BARR, William Edward
BARRETT, Stanton Agnew
BARRINGTON, Jack Manliffe
BARTHOLOMEW, Frances
BASHFORD, Margaret Ruth
BASTIEN, Bettie Marie
BAUMANN, Margaret
BEAUCHAMP, Jane Caruthers
BECKER, Rose
BEEKMAN, Milton Rusling
BIESEL, Marjorie Mary
BENNETT, Aldith Barbara
BOND, Donald Alan
BORDEN, Albert
BOYD, James III

Washington, D. C.
West Asheville, N. C.
Highland Falls, N. Y.
West Hartford, Conn.
Elmsford, N. Y.
New York City
Winter Park, Fla.
Geneva, 111.
Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Panama City, Fla.
New York City
Winter Park
Coral Gables, Fla.
Grosso Pointe, Mich.
Winter Park
Louisville, Ky.
Haverhill, Mass.
Granbury, N. J.
Hazelton, Penna.
Maitland, Fla.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
New York City
St. Joseph, Mo.

BRADFORD, Anne Louise
BRAZNELL, Virginia Marie
BROWN, Helen Loure
BROWNE, Jane Elizabeth
BURDETTE, Catharine Ellen
CADMAN, Charlotte Radclyffe
CASE, Dorothy Mildred
CHAPIN, Walter Sanford
Cheney, Jr. Donald Alexander
CLARK, Betty
CROSS, Lathrop Lee
DALY, Jr. David
DAVES, Gulielma Kate

New Rochelle, N. Y.
Miami Beach, Fla.
Beatrice, Nebraska
New York City
Festus, Missouri
Orlando, Fla.
St. Louis, Mo.
Brookline, Mass.
Orlando, Fla.

DAVIS,
DEAN,
DEAN,
DEAR,

Shirley, Mass.
Orange, N. J.
Andover, Mass.
Ridgewood, N. J.

Georgia Mil. College H. S. Dept.
Asheville H. S. (Tr. Georgia
The Knox School
Roxbury School
Scarborough School
Choate School
Winter Park High School
Westminster School
Memorial H. S., Pelham
Bay County H. S., Panama City
Berkley-Irving School
Winter Park H. S.
Ponce de Leon H. S.
Grosse Pointe H. S.
Winter Park H. S.
Atherton H. S., Louiseville
Haverhill H. S.
New Brunswick Sr. H. S. (N.J.)
Miss Harris' Fla. School.
Winter Park H. S.
Arnold Prep. School (Pitts.)
The Choate School
Central H. S. (St. Joseph)
(Tr.—Univ. of Arizona)
New Rochelle Senior H. S.
Ida M. Fisher H. S. (Miam)
High School, Beatrice
Winnwood School
Festus High School
Cathedral School.
Mary Institute
New Prep. Sch. (Cambridge)
Orlando Senior High
Bloomington H. S.
Calumet High School
Manter Hall (Cambridge)
St. Petersburg Senior H. S.
( T r . _ S t . Pete Junior Col.)
Winter Park High School
Miss Beard's School
Abbott Academy, Andover
Lawrenceville (N. J.) School
(Tr.—from Princeton)
Raymond Riordon School
Highlands, N. Y.
Miss Harris' Florida School.
Hempstead (N, Y.) H. S.
Roxbury School
Norwich Free Academy
Norwich Free Academy
Portland High School
Winter Park High School
Central H. Sfl, Clinton
Roxbury School
Burdett Business Col., Boston
(Tr.—Iowa Wesleyan)
Robert E. Lee H. S. Jax, Fla.
Westover School
Bridgton High School
Asheville School, N. C.
Scarborough School
Hopkins Grammar School
St. Agnes Sch., Albany N. Y.
Asheville School, N. C.
Lake Wales High School
Shields H. S., Seymour, Ind.

Dorothy Penrose
Rosalie Reimold
Sarah Rives
Jr. Arthur Tyrrel

Bloo ingto
111.
Chicago, 111.
Pawtucket, R. I.
St. Petersburg, Fla

DRAPER, Charles Frederick

Cleveland Hgts., Ohio

DRAPER, Pauline Mildred
DROSTE, Helen Marston
ERWARDS, Howard Wesley Jr.
FELDER, Davitt Alexander
FELDER, Irving Meyer
FLAHERTY, Mary Cecilia
FLUNO, Robert Younger
FORD, Eleanor Pirney
GABRIEL, George Evans
GARDNER, Herbert William

Cleveland Hgts., Ohio
Bellport, N. Y.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Norwich, Conn.
Norwich, Conn.
Portland, Maine
Winter Park, Fla.
Clinton, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn.
Maiden, Mass.

GIESSEN, Eleanor Brinton
GILLETTE, Jeanne Baptiste
Gleason, Carroll Frederick
GOLD, Egbert Habberton
GOLDSMITH, Warren Randall
GREAVES, Lyman Bowen
GULNAC, Mary Imogene
HAIG, James
HARDING, Jane
HARRINGTON, Max (Loren
Maxwell)
HARRIS, Judith

Orange Park, Fla.
New York City
Bridgton, Maine
Miami Beach, Fla.
New York City
Woodbridge, Conn.
Rensselaer, N. Y.
Riverdale-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Babson Park, Pla.
Winter Park, Fla.

HARRIS, Natalie Gorham
HAYDOCK, Francis Burdick
HILL, Barbara
HITESHEW, Grace Talbott
HOWE, Marie
HOWLAND, Jr. Carl Badger
INGRAHAM, Richard Kenneth
IRBY, Jane Wheeler

Rockport, Mass.
Chappaqua, N. Y.
Saginaw, Michigan
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Westfield, N. J.
Providence, R. I.
Bristol, Conn.
New Orleans, La.

JAMIN, Chariene Jane
JENNISON, Helen Stewart
JOHNSON, Robert Weltrn

St. Petersburg, Fla.
Tampa, Florida
Lakeland, Fla.

Mary Institute, St. Louis
(Tr.—Washington Univ.)
Seabreeze H. S., Daytona B.
Lebanon (N. Y.) School
Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Ct.
Parkersburg Cent. Jr.-Sr. H. S.
Westfield H. S.
Moses Brown School
Westminster School
Fermata, Aiken, S. C.
(Tr.—from Pine Manor)
St. Petersburg H. S.
H. B. Plant H. S., Tampa
Lakeland H. S. (Tr.U. of Fla.)

St. Louis, Mo.

Buick-Pontiac

The Quickest way to learn to play
a harp — maybe—is to doze while
your foot is on the
accelerator
pedal.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Student

Address

JONES, Katherine .A.lice

Oriando, Fla.

JONES, Magdalene
KRAMP, Ann Lucille
LEAVITT, Doris Bernice

Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Readville, Mass.

LICHTENSTEIN, Mortimer
Haig
LINCOLN, Laura Louise

Baldwin, L. I., N. Y.

ola, L. I., N. Y.
Dover, N. H.
Winnetka, 111.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Greenfield, Ohio
Pahchee, Fla.
Greenwch, Conn.
Brunswick, Maine
Virginia Beach, Va.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cambridge, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Brookline, Mass.
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Roxbury School
Grosse Pointe H. S.
Stuart Hall
Cambridge Prep, for Girls
Seabreeze H. S.

LONTZ, Charles Robert
LYMAN, Howard Charles
McCANN, Peter Francis

Richmond, Indiana
Altamonte Springs, Fla
Utica, N. Y.

McCLENDON, Leisa Egan
McGONIGAL, Mary Salmon

Tampa, Fla.
Clearwater, Fla.

MacARTHUR, Robert Stuart
MacLEOD, Priscilla Anne
MILLAR, Sydney Stuart

Sterling, Mass.
Planville, Conn.
Harrisburg, Pa.

" T

Orlando High School
(Tr.—Fla. St. Col. for Women)
The Faulkner School
The Faulkner School
H. S. of Practical Arts
(Tr.—Bouve, Boston)
Bailey Military Academy
Marion High School
(Tr.—Wm. and Mary)
Starkey Seminary, Lakemont
(Tr.—Bradford Jr. Col.)
Culver Military Academy
Lyman School, Longwood
Utica Free Academy
(Tr.—Univ. of Alabama)
Hillsborough H. S.
Emma Willard School
(Tr.—Mt. Holyoke)
Suffield School
Plainville H. S.
Holman School, .\rdmore, Pa.
(Tr.—Sweet Briar)
University Sch., Cleveland
(Tr.—Dartmouth)
Mary Institute
Williston Academy
Lake Forest Academy
Clearwater (Fla.) H, S.
Hathaway Brown, Cleveland
(Tr.—Erskine School)
St. Agnes School
(Tr.—Wellesley)
Dover High School
Seminole H. S. Sanford
The Tutoring Sch. of N. Y.
(temporary)
Oxford School, Hartford
Aca. of St. Elizabeth
University School
The Princ-pie, St. Louis
Roxborough H. S., Phila., Pa.
St. James School
Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr
Kew-Forest School
St. Petersburg H. S.
(Tr.—St. Pete Jr. College)
Mantua (Ohio) H. S.
Deerfield Academy
Burr and Burton Seminary
Georgia Military College (H. S.
Winter Park H. S.
Loretto Academy
Oakwood H. S.
Bradford (Pa.) H. S.
Montverde School
St. Hilda's Hall.
Winter Park H. S.
Mars Hill College—H. S. Dept.
Central H. S.
Asheville H. S.
Dana Hall
Lincoln H. S.
Hat ha way-Brown School
A. B. Davis H. S.
Czechoslav Commercial Aca.
Czechoslav Commercial .^ca.
Stuyvesant School
Kent School
Walnut Hills H. S.
Owatonna H. S.
Oriando Sr. H. S.
Wilbraham Academy
Roxbury School
Tabor Academy
Briarcliffe Preparatory
Scarsdale H. S.
Culver Military .Academy.
Palm Beach H. S.
Edgewood School
Brunswick H. S.
Deerfield Academy
Nash Prep., Cleveland
The Valley Ranch School, Wyo.

LONG, May Moulton

MILLER, Frank Myers

Prep School or College

Ashland, Ohio

MOBERLY, Isabel Swift
MURRAY, Donald Vincent
MURPHY, Paul Edward
MYERS, Margaret E.
MYERS, Ruth Alice

St. Louis, Mo.
Monticello, N. Y.
Chicago, III.
Covington, Ky.
Uhricheville, Ohio

OLDHAM, Mary Perry

Albany, N. Y.

PAGE, William Robert
PETERS, Opal Nadine
PLAINTIFF, Mary Ellen
POELLER, Nan Hamilton

Daytona Beach, Fla.
Horicon, N. Y.
East Orange, N. J.

POTTER, Dorothy Eleanor
QUAYLE, George Lewin
RAINWATER, Brown Veasey
REES, Hildegard
RICH, John Oliver
ROBilNSON, Frances Lee
RODGERS, Isabel Duriand
ROUSH, Virginia Carcline

Madison, N. J.
Cleveland, Ohio
.\tlanta, Ga.
Tavares, Fla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wayne, Penna.
Kew Gardens, N. Y.
St. Petersburg, Fla.

SCANLON, Wilson George
deSCHWEINITZ, Lewis David
deSCHWEINITZ, Martha Mott
SCOTT, Rupert Winfield
SELF, Margaret Ruth
SENSENBREN'NER,Helen Jane
SERVIS, Robert Wesley
SHIPLEY, Elsie Lee
SHORT, Betty Joyce
SHOWALTER, Emily Sands
SHOWALTER, Joseph Sands
SMILEY, Doris Huriburt
SMITH, Anne Rosalee
STAFFORD, Robert Hilton
STANLEY, Carolyn
STANLEY, Robert Alfred
STONER, Olive Jane
STUEVE, Marita Alice
SUCK, Henry
SUCK, Leo
TUCKER, Luther Ludlow
TULLY, Richard Goffe
TWACHTMAN, Paul Anderson
TWITCHELL, William C. G.
UPHOF, Bernice Winifred
VAN BAYNUM, Robert Hall
VARIO, Ralph Siley
VARNEY, Walter Raymond
VEEDER, Caroline Jessie
VOCBL, Robert Lincoln
WADDELL, George Messick
WALLACE, Lewis Chauncey
WALLING, Georgia
WARREN, Alberto True
WHITEL.\W, Malcolm Halsey
WHITEWAY, Thomas Stuart
WHITTEMORE, Richard Howland
WILSON, Albert De L.
WILSON, Betty Ann
WINCHESTER, Katharine
WYNER, Betty Ann
YOUNG, George Cressler

Lakewood, Ohio.
Dorset, Vt.
Dorset, Vt.
Washington, D. C.
Winter Park, Fla.
Niagara Falls, N. 'i
Dayton, Ohio
St. Petersburg. Fla
Clermont, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Minnewaska, N. Y.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Asheville, N. C.
Lincoln, N. H.
Lincoln, N. H.
Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Albany, N. Y.
Glen Ridge, N. J.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Owatonna, Minn.
Orlando, Fla.
Hartford, Conn.
Mil

''Story" Winner
Now Published
The October issue of STORY,
just out, contains the first prize
story in the first nation-wide college short story contest conducted
recently by the magazine STORY,
The winner is James Laughlin IV
of Pittsburgh, Class of Harvard
'36, and one of the editors of the
Harvard Advocate.
The story,
"Melody into Fugue," is one of a
bourgeois German family under
the Nazi regime.
Laughlin, who has made frequent
trips to Europe, is returning this
fall from another visit to Germany, Austria, and Yugoslavia.
The second prize story, by Madelene Cole, of New York University, will appear in the November
issue, out October 15th. A second
contest is being planned for this
school year, according to Whit
Burnett and Martha Foley, editors
of the magazine.
One hundred and forty colleges
in forty states competed in the
contest, only two entries being permitted each college.
Bucklin Moon, the only contestant from Rollins College, qualified
with one story.
Woman, G7, Drove Across II. S.
HARTFORD, Conn.—(UP)—At
ti7. Miss Harrett E. Willard, Long
Beach, Calif., bought an automobile
and learned to drive. This year,
desiring to return to Wethersfield
for the tercentenary of her native
town, she drove across the cantinent alone. After a visit of several months with friends, she started back alone.
Child's definition:
ne who has .stopped
ept in the middle.

Our idea of a futurist is a portrait artist who paints you ten
years ( Ider than you are.

Pig Grain Jackets

'16775'
Youthful moilels from the short
lumber jack to mackinaw type,
in natural shade, pig grain, as
well as suede.
Alscf interesting selections of
skirts and blouses so you may
select a complete outfit in shcrt
order.
Second Fl(Hir

Yowell-Drew Co.

INVITES
your in-spection as to price and quality
of the cars listed below
1933 Buick 57 Sedan
1931 Buick 67 Sedan 6 w. w
1931 Buick 96s Sport Coupe
-1930 Buick 61 Sedan 6 w. m
1930 Buick 46 Coupe
1929 Buick 47 Sedan
.
1929 Buick 41 Sedan
1928 Buick 26 Coupe
1932 Nash 990 Sedan
1931 Nash Sedan
1930 Packard 7-Passenger Sedan
1929 Packard edan
1929 Packard Convertible Coupe
1933 Pontiac Sedan
1932 PB Plymouth Coupe .
1931 Chevrolet Sport Soupe
1931 Chrysler Royal 8 Sedan
1928 LaSalle Sport Phaeton
1930 Chrysler 66 Sport Coupe
1931 Essex Sport Coupe
1926 Packard 7-P,;ssengei' Sedan
1931 Marmon Sport Coupe
1927 Pontiac Coupe
1927 Buick Victoria
1928 Essex Sedan
1926 Buick 47 Sedan .
1928 Hupmobile 6 Sedan
1928 Hupmobile 8 Sedan
1928 Buick 47c Sedan
1927 Oakland Sedan
1934 Buick 57—Liber,;l discount.
1934 Buick 41—Liberal Discount-

A Welcome to Rollins Students
$895
$495
$495
$385
$345
$225
$225
$145
$545
$375
$645
$375
$375
$695
$425
$335
$475
$295
$325
$275
$145
$275
$ 95
$ 95
$ 85
$ 95
$175
$ 95
$ 45
$ 35

OPEN EVENINGS

ORANGE BUICK-PONTIAC CO.
330 N. O R A N G E A V E N U E

P H O N E .iSS.i

When in Orlando, drop in at

THE OWL BOOK SHOP
Greeting Cards
Books in Stock
Circulating Library
and ordered.
10 WASHINGTON STREET ARCADE

WELCOME BACK, STUDENTS

Make Our Garage Your
Headquarters
Curios — Meals — Rooms

See Us About Free
Storage Plan

PERRYDELL
STEVENS SERVICE GARAGE
We Cater to
Sororities
and
Fraternitncs

ulult

121 LYMAN AVENUE
WINTER PARK

THE

Appointd to Faculty
of Vermont Univ.
Miss Constance Wetherell has
been appointed assistant director
of physical education for women at
the University of Vermont and

Bennett Electric
Everything in the
Electrical Line
Radio Sales and Service
Desk Lamps—Two-way Plugs
Extensions

will enter her duties as a faculty
member of that distinguished university next month with the opening of the new college year.
Miss Wetherell is a graduate of
Rollins College where for the past
three years she has served as assistant in physical education for

Memphis, Tenn. ( U P ) — F r e s h man footballers a t Southwestern
University—^which has less than
500 students—are telling the world
"Southwestern is going to the
Rose Bowl in four more years."
The enthusiastic gridiron candidates, who don't mind mixing it
freely with the varsity in scrimmage, are all enthused over what
they intend to accomplish ere they
lay up football togs in 1938.

In the Style
You Desire

EDA'S BEAUTY
SHOP

O'NEAL BRANCH CO.
We Carry a a COMPLETE LINE
of Parker Vacumatic Pens
ALSO

Word Gauge Conklin Pen

Ceremony Performed Saturday at Home of Bride
Mi!

SANDSPUR

SEVEN

Twins from Across
The Sea to Present
Campus Difficulty
Students and faculty at Rollins
College are due to face a lot of
difficulties the next few weeks in
identifying the Suck twins from
Czechoslovakia.
Leo and Henry Suck, who arrived
today to enroll at Rollins as foreign exchange students, look as
much alike as two peas in a pod.
They resemble each other almost
identically not only in their faces,
in their physiques.
(Continued on Page 12)
. _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ = _ ^

m Guernsey Sprague,
daughter of Mrs. Robert J. Sprague, of Winter Park, became the
bride of Arthur M. (Duke) Wellington of Columbus, Ohio, at a ]
beautiful wedding performed by j Sprague. Guests with the brule
Dean A. D. Enyart of Rollins.
and groom were members of thc
The ceremony was solemnized at wedding party and Mrs. A. G. Ovfour o'clock on the afternoon of lens, Miss Lida Woods, Mrs. A. B.
September 15, at the home of the!Cass, Miss Orpha Hudson, of Mi1 bride on Lake View Avenue. It ami, and Miss Ethel Enyart.
7>R.' 0/flJ?ifS i4, CAMPBELL
iwas attended only by a group of
Immediately after the dinner the
ecfcutly a woild tiaveler, fan
j close friends and relatives.
couple left by motor for a wedding
iar with great architecture, comI The bride was given away by trip to South Florida and will remented, ''This is not a chapel—it
I her mother. Thomas Werbe, of turn at the end of the week for a
is a cathedral!" As to design,
j Indianapolis, cousin of the grooom, few days before going to Columbeauty, and atmosphere, it is of
acted as best man. Miss Eleanor bus, where they will make their
cathedral dimensions, but at the
Sprague, sister of the bride, was home.
same time, it maintains the sense
maid of honor, and the ushers were
The bride traveled in a smart
of intimacy and the spirit of hosMiss Damaris Wilson, Miss Mir- brown and white crepe suit, with
pitality. From the great doorway
iam Guernsey, Jack Ott and Robert three-quarter length lined coat and
to the lovely pictures upon the
Sprague.
her matching accessories were
walls warmth and friendliness preFollowing the ceremony a re- most attractive.
vail.
ception was given by the bride's
Mrs. Wellington is a graduate
The activities centering here are
mother at the home, to which ff Rollins, '32, and is a member of
largely in the hands of students
wedding guests were invited. A Pi Beta Phi Sorority.
, , ,,r ,,. ,
.. J J ^ ,
I constituting the Chapel Staff
three-tiered wedding cake, topped
voluntary
committee:
Mr. Wellmgton attended Colum-I
.
.,._.,.
_ _,„:i.4..._
with a miniature bride and groom,
was cut and served with ice cream bus Academy, before receiving his I ganized for specific forms of serby Miss Ethel Enyart. Miss Gwen A. B. degree at Rollins. He is a Ivice. Thus the life of the campus
Bartholomew received the ring past president of Kappa Phi Sig- is freely expressed and developed
from the cake. Miss Damaris Wil- ma, which was recently accepted not only by worship but through
for installation as a chapter of various channels of interesting and
son caught the bride's bouquet.
vital enterprises.
Following the reception a dinner Phi Delta Theta. Mr. Wellington
Outstanding in t h e
Sunday
at the Perrydell was given by Mrs. will study for his Master's degree
Morning Meditation, the programs
at Ohio State University.
being enriched by inspiring music,
occasional addresses by men of understanding and conversant with
student needs and problems. Students participate eagerly and effectively in the fullfilment of the varUnder New Management
ious functions of the service, the
work being done not for them but
WEEK DAYS
by them.
Both the campus and the com35c and 40c Dinners
munity share the delightful provisions afforded, there being no proSUNDAYS
vincial or denominational bias.
50c Steak and Chicken Dinners
The Chapel is open every day
and many find quiet, rest and re-

newal within its stately walls or
in the chapel garden, a duplicate of
the old monastery garden of Toledo
Spain.
The Dean of the Chapel is always
available to students, especially
new students in need of counsel or
comfort, and may the old and new
find beautiful friendship as the
college year unfolds. It will be a
pleasure to see you and to know
you.
Cordially yours,
CHARLES ATWOOD CAMPBELL

WACO, Tex — (UP) - - Claude
Burns set the alarm clock for 6 a.
m., and thereby retained possession
of his trousers. A burglar had
Burns' trousers in hand and was
ready to make off with them when
the alarm clock rang. Startled, the
intruder dropped the pants
and
fled.

Thirteen Chicago men are organized to make the least of superstitions. They call themselves the
Chicago Anti-Superstition Society,
meet annually on some Friday the
13th, walk under ladders, break
mirrors, spill salt, invite
black
cats to cross their paths — and
laugh at human follies.

Circle Dress Shop

PEWTER PITCHER

Eversharp Adjustable Pen

School Equipment
Typewriter Sales and Service
Philatelic Supplies
ORLANDO

SPeAGUE AND
WELUNGION
WEO RECENTLY

ROLLINS

Phone 3051

COLLEGE
UNDER NEW

GARAGE
MANAGEMENT

WHILE ENROLLING IN COLLEGE ENROLL YOUR
CAR IN OUR GARAGE.

Gasology

OUR COURSES IN

Oilology

Tireology

ARE TAUGHT BY PROPRIETORS

JOHNNY COATES AND KIRBY THOMAS
SINCLAIR H. C. AND ETHYL GAS
OPALINE AND PENNSYLVANIA 100% PURE OIL
FEDERAL TIRES
STORAGE -- GREASING -- WASHING -- POLISHING
PHONE 112

Dressmaking

Alterations

Designing

Remodeling

132 S. Main Street
Opposite Tremont Hotel
Orlando, Florida

HEMSTITCHING

THE

EIGHT

Edward M. Davis
Appointed Baker
Museum Director
Edward M. Davis of Shirley,
Mass., has been appointed director
of the Thomas R. Baker Museum
by Dr. Holt for the coming year.
He succeeds to the post left vacant by the death of Dr. Thomas
R. Baker in May, 1930. Dr. Baker had been in charge since the
museum was established and had
given it his name. The museum
contains numerous valuable collections in the fields of ornithology,
entomology, zoology, geology, and
occupies a portion of the upper
floor of Knowles Hall.

ROLLINS

Since 1910, he has owned and operated a fruit farm in Shirley,
Mass.
An entomologist, an ornithologist
by avocation, and a son of Willam
M. Davis, distinguished professor
of geology at Harvard, the new di- Under the direction of George H.
rector has a wide acquaintance Cartwright, Jr., electrical engineer
among scientists in these fields. at Rollins College and light techI For the past few years he and hisnician for the Annie Russel TheaI family have wintered in Winter tre, a new system of indirect eon! Park. Under Mr. Davis' direction trolled lighting has just been inj the Museum will be reorganized. stalled in Carnegie Hall at Rollins
I He plans to build up scientific col- College.
1 lections for study purposes and to
It is said to be the first installahold occasional exhibits of interest
tion of its knd in the South and
to the general public.
it has already aroused so much inEventually, it is planned to make terest in the trade that representathe facilities of the museum avail- tives of one of the large electrical
able to visiting scientists for study companies visited the College this
and resource purposes.
week to examine,it.

Cartwright Installs
New Light System
In Carnegie Hall

Mr. Davis was graduated from
It is planned to install similar
Harvard in 1909 with an A. B. de- We have plenty of cloth for the systems throughout the Rollins
gree and attended Massachusetts coat. All we need is the courage College buildings as fast as funds
Agricultural College the next year. to cut it.—John Maynard Kaynes, become available for the change.
Dual-Filament Lamps Used
The system, known as Controlled
Lighting, makes use of the lamp
developed by the General Electric
Company and released only recently for market. I t is of ultra design, being a combination of two
filaments
controlled through a
special switch and provides for
the choice or demand of the lighting requirements in two- three and
five hundred watts.

Dickson-Ives'

send a

Greeting toKollins

0I=01
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HERE'S ONE
FOR RIPLEY

' from Vie Berger is being used by
The fixtures used in conjuncour best dressmakers and worn by
tion with the new lamp are of the
our best people, even those who
indirect type, giving a non-glaring
squeal
and run for a chair to jump
light that is as near to daylight as
'on whenever they see a wee timormodern commercfial practice can
•endish, Vt. (UP)
What
By MARY KNIGHT
obtain. The shape of the fixtures, United Press Staff Correspondent 'ous mousie! There is also a new
,o a local legend is the
,"Sans Peur" velvet which is literwhile modernistic, is adaptable to
Paris (UP — The all-fur eve- aiy "Fearless," \*elvet—unafraid case of Phineas P. Gage, who was
all types of interiors.
shot through the head with a tampning gown furnishes a maximum
Cai-twright believes that Con- of chic with a modicum of dis- to be crumpled up, caught in the ing iron 86 years ago—and lived
trolled Lighting, the primary pur- comfort from undue exposure. It rain or deluged by a cocktail. It to tell the tale.
is even being used for nightgowns,
pose of which is to reduce eyeis a Callot Soeurs creaton, has so that ought to convince you how It was while working as forestrain to the minimum, will beman of the Rutland & Burlington
long sleeves but no back and the unafraid is it. Coudurier, Fruscome widely used in a short time.
Railroad construction crew that the
As the public becomes aware of sleeves are held on by means of a tus, Descher make it and pretty iron, three feet, seven inches long,
the improved conditions brought narrow strip of fur that circles proud they are of their brain and one and a quarter inches in diamI
the
throat
like
a
necklace.
The
handiwork.
about this type of lighting, he beeter, and weighing 1 3 ^ paunds,
lieves, merchants and home own- ifur necklace also holds up the bodentered Gage's face a t the left
ers as well, will give more consid- I ice in front, which is cut precarside near the jaw. went back of
TODAY'S FASHION T I P
ei-ation to correct lighting and iously to exhibit the bosom in a
Fur evening gowns; new "Peau his left eye, emerged through the
less to the mere appearance of the proper perspective.
de Souris" or Rat Skin, and "Fear- top of his skull, and landed 50 feet
units and fixtures.
away.
The fur of the gown is that silky less Velvet" feature important new
Gage's men picked him up, put
I'Barzoia" from Coudurier, Fruc- fabr
A depression lasts only as long I tus, Descher, and swatches the
him in an ox cart and took him to
as it takes the average man to I body as though the the fur be- Paris (UP)—"Skirts are gayer a tavern a mile away. He lost
wear out two pairs of pants.—Rog- longed to you instead of the other and lighter in color than either much blood, but not his consciouser W. Babson.
animal. The hem of the Callot coats or sweaters or blouses," says Iness. The hole in his head was
jtwo inches wide and three and a
gown is bordered with beige wolf a friend of ours at St. Moritz.
A feminine writer tells us that so that you can both look and feel
Incidentally, there are fewer jhalf inches long. Believed dying.
life is just a mirror. Which prompts like the real jungle siren in this Americans at that resort. French ;he was measured for his coffin,
us to ask: Was there ever a look- outfit. You can even have an er- visitors come first in quantity, Ital- ibut to the astonishment of all, he
ing glass that didn't say OK to the mine wrap or sling a little cape of ians second and Americans third. gradually recovered and lived 12
I years thereafter.
girl looking into it ?
sables over the shoulders—but After that there are more Egyptians than anything else. All the I His skull and the tamping iron
keep the fingernails well filed!
[are now on exhibition at Harvard
Eighty-three per cent of all dissisociety
folks
in
Cairo
and
AlexanYou mayn't like it but the "Peau
pation is undertaken not so much de Souris"—Rat Skin, if we must dria have chosen St. Moritz this I Medical Museum in Boston.
from any honest longing as from tell you—is very lovely stuff. season and the Palace Hotel is
a feeling that it is the thing to do.
ADVERTISE IN
There is no denying the softness of housing the best families of Sur—Heywood Broun.
THE SANDSPUR
a little baby rat, and this material sccks, Khayatts.
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PUNCH
Prelude
We're dividing this
because (to us) there
at Rollins whom we
you are not interested

ad into three sections
are that many groups
wish to write. So, if
in Section 1 or 2, read

o

THAT'S
WHAT

To the "Old Girls"
Here's a welcome back from Dickson-Ives,
the store on the southwest corner of Orange
and Central in Orlando. And here's an invitation for you to come over and see what's
new! Clothes for every occasion and things
for your room . . . the same friendly stors
that prides itself that it is still the place
where RoUins girls like to shop. (We ARE
proud of that because we know collegians
are smart and critical so when they like this
store, we feel we're doing a good job.)

o
5

n —^—
n
o

REAL FOOD

D

is what has made
Charlie Noack's
Cafe the
traditional
eating place of
Rollins College

To Rollins Men
(old and new)
We can't sell you suits and shirts and sox
and shoes, but we CAN fix you up when you
want something for your mother's birthday
or sister's debut (and when you want a gift
for any other femme.)
And we're also glad to render other little
services, such as cashing checks, or tendering
you phone use or checking parcels. Further,
if you ever go shopping with a co-ed (don't
snort, you may get roped in yet!) we'll provide copifortable chairs and a cigarette while
the co-ed looks around.
Here's wishing all of you a great year!

DICKSON-IVES
Orange Avenue

o
D

o

To the Freshmen Girls
Many of the upperclassmen have accounts
over at Dickson-Ives and we hope you'll get
the habit of shopping here and making this
your Orlando headquarters. It's convenient
for a meeting place and grand for finding
just the clothes, cosmetics (Dorothy Gray,
Rubinstein, Charles of the Ritz), accessories
and homefurnishings you'll need as you make
your home for the school year in Central
Florida. Deliveries go right to your room
every morning, too!

MAKES A
FOOTBALL PLAYER

THAT'S
WHAT
YOU GET
FROM
REAL FOOD

Fair Prices
P
O

Meal Tickets
Everything for
your comfort
and service.

NOACK
CAFE I
AND
LUNCH
342 Park Avenue

Phone

0
30]
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^COLLEGE RULES AND REGULATIONS IN THIS SECTION
Alumni to Hold Tea
I Dance for Freshmen
i At Home of Dr. Holt

SPOTLIGHr

j The Alumni of Rollins College
j will hold a reception and tea dance
I in honor of the incoming freshman,
at the home of Dr. Hamilton Holt
on Friday afternoon, September 28,
from four until six o'clock.
Plans for the reception are in
NEW YORK, Sept. 26.—Detect- charge of Isabel Green and Wilive Arthur Johnson, now in Europe,
liam Davis, Jr., social chairmen of
was ordered to proceed to a "certhe alumni council. Mrs. Harry
tain city" to await developments
momentarily expected in the Lind- Kelly is in charge of the receiving
committee; Miss Olive Dickson, reN E W Y O R K , S e p t . 2 6 — T h e I ^,„^,|, ^^^J
freshments; Miss Eleanor Estes of
' B r o n x C o u n t y g r a n d j u r y in-1
Orlando, the entertainment; Mrs.
dieted B r u n o R i c h a r d H a u p t - j j g - f J J Q I T K I D N A P
Raymond Greene, decorations; Miss
Gwendolyn Bartholomew, the servmann on c h a r g e s of e x t o r t i o n yj^^TIM D E A D
ing committee; Mrs. Donald Vin' t o d a y after hearing the testi-,
,,
, „ ,
, nu
,
A
DETROIT, Sept. 26—A week's cent, publicity, and Miss Damaris
J^nony of Colonel C h a r l e s A. ^^^^^^ ^^^ Lillian Gallaher ended Wilson, transportation.
The receiving line will include
J^indbergh a n d t h e d e t e c t i v e s on her eleventh birthday, when her
who t h i s m o r n i n g d i s c o v e r e d I body was discovered bound with Dr. Holt, Dean and Mrs. Winslow
5840 m o r e r a n s o m m o n e y a n d jcord and stuffed into a trunk in a S. Anderson, Dean and Mrs. Ethel
1 G e r m a n pistol
hidden
in i ''"=''' "partment house. The girl Enyart, Dean Sprague, Dean and
.,
,
,
I apparently had been strangled. M. Mrs. Charles Atwood Compbell.
One hundred and twenty-five new
Hauptmann's garage.
j ^ . ^^^^^^..^^ ^6, a trap drumr
students are expected.
T h e t r i a l d a t e will p r o b a b l y j a n j occupant cf the apartment
p er r as ei jt ^ nfor
a f tteor gti hv ee ji til
m e tnw
t ot owmeoerkrso w
^d several days ago is being huntCollege Bequest Fought
Jew J e r s e y a c h a n c e l o e x ALLIANCE, O.—(UP)—The will
which gave Mt. Union College here
r a d i t e h i m on t h e c h a r g e of R O O S E V E L T P L A N S
$200,000 from the estate of Bishop
jnurder.
INVESTIGATION
John W. Hamilton, of Washington,
The indictment climaxed a
WASHINGTON, Sept. 26—Pres- D. C , is being attacked by the
ieries of s w i f t d e v e l o p m e n t s
ident Rfosevelt said he plans to Bishop's son and daughter, college
t'hich police b e l i e v e d s m a s h e d
investigate thoroughly the textile officials here have learned.
h e last s h r e d of H a u p t m a n n ' s
strike leaders' charges that some
tory, leaving him shaken and
manufacturers are discriminating
ADVERTISE IN
lervcus despite his persistent
in reemployment. His decision was
THE SANDSPUR
d e c l a r a t i o n s of i n n o c e n c e .
announced when he returned to the
,'JOO police g u a r d e d t h e c o u r t White House from Hyde Park, as
c u s e a s Colonel
Lindbergh
J , ^ „ ,,
,
, , . union leaders warned they would
. ' " . " ' ' • L ' ° . * . ^ l ^ ' ' * l ' " " ^ . . ' ' ^ * " ^ : s « = e k presidential action unless the
JFutile n g o t i a t i o n s for t h e reimination ceased.
l u r n of h i s son w h e n t h e child | .^^ president also said he U a s a l r e a d y d e a d . Police d i s - j ,^^^,^ ^ ^ ^ reorganization pL
Ipovered n a i l s f o u n d in H a u p t - mmediately. He declined to elabf n a n n g a r a g e t o be t h e s a m e rate on his letter accepting the
s t h e n a i l s u s e d in t h e k i d - e.signation of .\dministrator Hugh
ip l a d d e r . P a p e r f o u n d
in i. Johnson.
he house was t h e s a m e a s
h a t of t h e r a n s o m n o t e s .
(Continued on Page 1.3)

STUDENT ASSOCIATION
HEADS

Attention Called To New
Registration Procedure

All s t u d e n t s a r e t o r e p o r t a t t h e Office of t h e T r e a s u r e r
a s soon a s p o s s i b l e a f t e r a r r i v a l w h e r e t h e y will b e g i v e n a
C o m m o n s and R e g i s t r a t i o n P e r m i t . T h i s m u s t be presented
a t t i m e of r e g i s t r a t i o n .
New students will be given an
appointment with their advisers who does not have an adviser
when they will have an opportun- should report at the Library and
ity to talk over their work and arrange for the appointment of
make out a schedule for the year. one.
Old Plan students will regIf it is necessary to consult other ister at the Registrar's Office.
professors in regard to certain Physical Education Registration
courses they should do this and arAll new women students will
range to finish making out their register for Physical Education at
schedules with their advisers af- the time of the physical examinater doing so. As soon as the tion and must bring cards made
schedule is completed the students out at that time to the Library
will go to the Library where they when they register.
will make out their registration
All new students will make out
physical education cards in consulOld students will register on tation with the physical directors
I The co-operative plan at the
dormitory calls for a S4.75 cash Monday, October 1. Those who in the Library at the time of reg' payment weekly and not more are making no change in schedule istration.
All old students will make out
than eight hours of weekly work. may go directly to the Library and
make out their cards. Each stud- physical education cards in conManhattan, Kan. (UP)—A plan j
ent should check carefully with sultation with the physical direcintroduced last year at Kansas I NEWBERRY, S. C , Sept. 26. — the schedule however, to be sure tors in the Library at the time of
State Cc liege in which students
that none of the courses for which registration.
j Mrs. Annie Strauss Bizzell, who
assisted in preparation of their
he has registered
have been
All students should read and
own meals and did housekeeping to •• killed her husband two years ago, changed. If any change is con- carry with them a copy of the
defray expenses of a higher edu- 1 is believed to have slain her daugh- templated it is necessary to con- REGISTRATION
PROCEDURE,
caiion will be continued this year, Uer, Annie, 12, and son, Martin, 17, sult with the adviser who will be which may be obtained at the Ofaccording to college authorities.
j fired her farm home and then shot found in his office. Any student fice of the Registrar.
Two large groups, the women's j'herself. Two bodies have
been
dormitcry and another group or- j taken from the ruins, apparently
ceiling when the weather is clear.
ganized for meals at the college
There will be housing facilities for
j those of the woman and her daughcafeteria, already have heavier
1200 head of livestock under the
enrolments than those of the same , ter. The third body is still in the
stadium.
date last year.
The playing field inside the stadium will be 400 feet long by 200
feet wide—suitable for football,
soccer, and other outdoor games.
H u g e I n d o o r S t a d i u m t o be For contests where the entire playBuilt in Philadelphia
ing field is used, the ground level
stands and two balconies will acPhiladelphia ( U P ) — T h e hopes comodate 70,000 spectators.
and ambitions of sports promoters
When boxing, wrestling and
since commercialized athletics was other sports, where a ring in the
introduced are about to be fulfilled. center is the stage for competiPlans have been completed for tion, the capacity of the field is
the erection of a huge indoor-out- increased to 82,000.
door stadium in which sporting
The new stadium will take in an
events will be held regardless of entire block only several squares
COMMITTKK
weather conditions—rain or shine. from the center of the city, and the
. K U H N S . J R . , Chairma
A building once occupied by the management believes more than
Baldwin Locomotive Works will be 3,000,000 persons will view the enconverted into the sports arena. A tertainment provided there annualmovable steel ceiling, electrically ly.
operated, will cover the place durIt is expected that construction
ing bad weather.
work will begin about the first of
All
Type
of
Sports
the
year and be completed by the
Freshmen are required to buy rat c ips and name tags at Leedy's Store upon
All sporting events, with the Fall of 1935.
arrival in Winter Park and wear su :h at all times, except Sundays.
(Price,
exception of pony polo and baseSI.00.)
ball, can be held in the* vast stadIt's Too True
ium. An ice skating rink will be An oyster met an oyster
freshmen
must always push cap but'oris and SPEAK 2vhen they meet an Upbuilt in and concealed under the
And they were oysters two.
. per classman or a member of the Faculty,
turf at one end.
Two oysters met two oysters
Rodeos and the circus may be
And they were oysters too.
Fre.shmen are required to know t h e college songs or yells by heart before
staged in the new combination Four oysters met in a bowl of i
October 6th.
(Song sheets will be distributed at first assembly.)
stadium with only the sky as a And they were oyster stew.

Late Flashes by United Press Wire
JHAUPTMANN IS
INDICTED; MORE
JCLUES FOUND

f

Kansas Students to
Maintain Low Costs

ALL-WEAIIIER
ARENAPLAiED

Freshmen (Rat) Rules
For 1934-35

PAN-HELLENIC ASSOCIATION OF
ROLLINS COLLEGE
1934-35 RUSHING RULES
1, Rushing shall last two (2) weeks, the first of which
October 1st through October 4th) shall be Dutch and the
second week (October 5th through October l l t h ) shall be

.1 Dutch rushing shall begin with a Pan-Hellenic Tea oi
thirtieth (30th) of September.
4.

During Dutch ru.shing:
a. There shall not be more than six (6) rushees i.
any grouf.
b. The custom of "date cards" will be continued.
c. "Date cards" must be accefted or rejected.
d. There shall be Dutch rushing on Friday, Octobe.
\2th, until 7:.3I) P. M., and on Saturday, Octobe.
\Slh. until 7:30 P. .M.
mnal pa It ies hall be given o n the foil
October .sth-—Gamma Phi Heta.
October 6th- - P h i Mu.
October 7th- - P i Bet \ Phi.
October 8th- -Chi On lega.
October 9th- -.Alpha Phi.
October 10th-- K a p p a Kapp: Oamma.
October 11th-- K a p p a -\lpha Theta.

o rushee niav be rushed after 7:30 P
sh week except by a g rl fron 1 the .soror
party th;U evenin*?.
7. On October 13th each .sorority shall ^nve a formal
banquet, which shall be known as "An Indication Banquet.'"
8. Invitations for the Indication Banquet are to go out
not sooner than Friday morning. October 12th. .-^ND T(> BF
ANSWERED NOT L.\TER TH.\N 10 P. M. OH the Same date.

Freshmen

must not ivear high sch>ol or preparatory

school athl-etic

insignia.

Freshmen must attend all athletic events and college functions and they must
sit in the cheering section at all games.
Freslunen are held responsible for the organization
betiveen halves oj every home joott hall ga?ne.

and execution of a ST UNT

(7)

Freshment men are required to procure the wood for all college bonfires.

(8)

Freshmen >. lUst carry matches for the use of [/'pperclassmen
the Faculty.
Fresh n

(!0

and members of

must not cut across the Horseshoe and must u.se the campus walks.

Fresh,>u
st have their Fresh
le-^e il, ctioi s. Copies must be in

d Song Sheets at all col-

ndspiii
inditio

FRKSH.VIAX " R A T C O U R T ' ' W I L L BK H K L D ONCK KVKRY W E E K
W H E R E " R A T S " W H O H A V E DISOBKYKD
THE
RULES
LAID
D O W N BV T H K F R E S H M A N C O M M I T T E E W I L L BE T R I E D A N D
SEXrKNCED IF FOUND GUILTV.

r. Sde^ict^ S/MU txUnd from the time the I ndication Banifiiet {October the thirteenth') is over ( 1 1 . P. M.) until bids
h<ree been accefted or rejected the following day.
{Sunday.)
10. The places of the formal rush parties shall be determined by the individual groups at their own discretion
with the approval of the Social Committee.
11. All parties shall end at 9:45 o'clock except the formal banquet on October 13th. which shall end at 10:45 o'clock.
12. Alumnae shall be bound by the same rules as those
governing sorority women.
13. The cost limit for rushing shall be SI00 per sorority.
This shall include a uniform tax levied by the Pan-Hellenic
to each sorority for the Pan-Hellenic Tea.
14.
lenic.
15.

Penalties shall be left to the discretion of Pan-HelNo men shall be allowed at the parties.

Auto Regulations
1. SAFETY WEEK—Within a
week after the opening of College
every student-owned car on the
campus shall be tested as to the
condition of its brakes, lights,
horn, muffler, and tires by an accredited agency.

in a conspicuous
front of the car.

place

on

the shown before the

3. All students who drive cars
coming from states that do not require a driver's license shall be required to pass a driver's examination during Safety Week.
All drivers shall pass an examination on Florida Road Laws.
All drivers shall be obliged to
have a driver's license before getting a number plate.

2, Every approved car shall be
I licensed and the owner required to
4. INSURANCE—Every studpurchase a number plate, issued ent car shall carry personal liabiljby the Student-Faculty
Traffic ity and property damage insurance.
Committee, which shall be carried Insurance papers will have to be

Pers
uthorized to report cases of v lation shall not be
known publicly.
All accidents and cases of reckless driving shall be investigated
by the College Traffic Committee.
The Administration reserves the
right to revoke licenses at any
time.
The
Student-Faculty
Traffic
Committee has the authority to
recommend punishment for violations for the traffic rules.
(Signed) STUDENT-FACULTY
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

Students May Study
Practical Government
Rollins College has been selected
as one of the colleges and universities which will be eligible to nominate candidates for Scholarships in
Practical Government in Washington, D. C , in 1935.
"Stressing the 'internship' plan,
(in which each student will serve
as an apprentice to a governmental
official, receiving instruction at the
same time) the National Institution of Public Affars is inaugurating a program of training
and
study in the practical and human
elements of government and politics for the benefit of selected college students and graduates," according to an official announcement from the Institution,
•'On a scholarship basis," it is
announced, "the winners and appointments to the Institution will
[be brought to Washington for the
[months of February and March,
j 1935, for a practical experience designed to supplement
study of political
preparation for leadership in public affairs."
The National Institution is a nonpartisan, non-political, privatelyfinanced and self-governed organizaton enjoying the co-operation of
the Federal government in its
training and study program.
Eligible for these scholarships,
it is announced, are juniors, seniors, graduate students and recent

graduates of accredited institutions
who have pursued a substantial
study of pclitical science and related subjects.
Necessary qualifications required cf scholarship candidates are: a
strong scholastic standing, a demonstrated interest in politics and
government, qualities of character
and ability, especially those havin'.^
to do with leadership and good
health.
In the fall of 1934, a faculty selection committee at each college
and university will nominate the
respective institution's quota
of
candidates for the National Institution's scholarships. These candidates will compete for final appointments to be made by the Institution on a regional basis determined by distribution of student
population. Most of the National
Institution scholarships will include
educational expenses, transportation to and from Washington, and
board and room fc|r the two months
of the training period. A restricted number cf additional scholarships will provide all costs of the
Institution's training, but will not
include livings costs.
Candidates for the National Institution Scholarships should address their requests for application
forms to the National Institution of
Public Affairs, 1001 Fifteenth St.,
Washington, D. C.
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SATORDAl,

ROLLINS
TARS, GATORS
TO CLASH IN
JACKSONVILLE

STU0EMT8 ID
SELECT ALIlERiCiTR'^

Rollins Gridders Enter Contest
Against Florida U. Decided
Underdogs,

Cclk'.aiafe Dijr^st to Condujt
Week! |-!>utl)aii

Jack MacDowall and his 1934
edition cf the Rollins Tars will
leave Friday morning for Jacksonville, where they will meet the
powerful University of Florida
football team in the opening grid
contest for both teams at Fairfield Stadium. The game will be
played Saturday afternoon.
The Tars will enter the game as
decided underdogs but are certain
to give their larger and more experienced opponents a terrific battle.
The addition of some new men in
the line plus some fast stepping
backs gives the latest edition of
the Tars a decided increase in
power over last year's eleven whch
went through a difficult season
with only two losses.
Nine Old Linemen Return
In the line George Hines, Leonard Roth, Cleveland Mclnnis, Linton Malone, Danny Winant, R.
Brown, Tom Powell, Joe Jardine,
and George Rogers all returned for
the coming season. In addition to
these experienced men a host of
new linemen have appeared in the
daily workouts that have been going on since September 3.
The newcomers that are aspiring
for berths in the Tar varsity line
include H. Andrews, "Tiny" Stafford, "Goose" Kettles, and several

Fred Floyd

I have sold more than 400
used cars to Rollins Students.

The Quality Bakery
Formerly Owned By
Mrs. Ullmayer has not
changed its location
COME AND SEE US

Remington - Rand
New and Used Tj'pewriters
Easy Terms. Guaranteed
repairs on all make machines.
2.") W. Washingto
Orlando
I'hone 3473

BILLIARDS
POCKET POOL

For the first time in tlie history of the selection of All.American Football teams, thej
students of Rollins College'
md the other in.stitiitions in,

LUCK TO YOU,
JACK....
Left to right—Friint Kow: Allen, Scott, Saunook, lioker, Andr
coach; Jardine, Murphy, Hines, Roth, Carmody, Powell, Kettle
manaj^er; Bills, manager; Mobley, Mclnnis, Schrage, Malo

Rollins Golfers
Report on Summer

ROTHODOXIES
By Len Roth

John Bundy Brown, who is exBang! ! ! ! And off goes the lid
actly half as tall as his name is
of 1934 football season. With three
long, has reported a summer of
weary weeks of gruelling pre-seagood resultsv in W / chosen sport
son practice under the belt, the
of golf.
\ y ^
present edition of the Rollins Tars
Johnny, it seems, walked away
is beginning to shape into an agwith the Resident Tourney in
gregation posing as a football
Maine, and tied the course record
team and recognizable as such.
the day before he qualified. WalThis column is to be printed for
ter Hagen is the only other golfer
the delectation of the Rollins stuever to shoot a 81 on that green.
dent body and for the edification of
Luck deserted Bundy in the sport fans in general. We have
Maine open, however, and he was
others. All of the new men are ushered out during the semi-finals been duly constituted by the powlai-ge and fast and should prove by the same opponent who bowed ers that be as the ALL SEEING
good men for the Tar grid ma- to him in the final round of the EYE and Commentator Extraordinary, and we herewith propose to
chine.
,Resident Tournament. He was the titilate your sport palate with
Two Experienced Backs
19.33 Open Champion of the state. toothsome tidbits of inside dope,
The greatest loss suffered by
He annexed several amateur
Ithe Rollins team for this season championships in one day flights, exposes behind the scenes, and spiwas the graduation of Ray Miller both alone and with various part- cy morsels of football gossp, as beand Dick Washington. The gradu- ,ners, and barely missed qualifying comes the gentleman of culture and
refinement. We conceive our first
ation of these two ces has left
for the National Amateur.
duty to be the introduction of the
the Tar squad with inly Schrage
Ben Kuhns, Fred Newton and newcomers to the campus in order
and Chakales with
Bob Enck, all of whom shot first that we may the sooner and the
experience as backs
Carmody, a \ rate rounds on local courses last
better be acquainted, and to propowerful resery of last season, has
iyear, were entered in the Intercol1 hopes of landi : a starting posi- legiate Golf Tournament in Cleve- vide beatific realization that we
all
are just one big, happy family.
tion in the backfield. The bright- lland early in June. Newton shot
est ray of hope in the Tar back- I steady rounds in the middle seven- Hence we present thumbnail sketch
of
each of the neophytes of the
field is George Miller, scampering ties until he was eliminated on the
freshman back last year. Miller's 21st hole of this third match after gridiron in the order of their unimportance.
size is a distinct handicap, but his a nip and tuck battle over the exIn this corner, wc have B:.b
dazzling speed and ball carrying acting Cleveland Country Club
"Staff" Stafford, the towering
ability are likely to land him a links.
mountaineer from Noith Carolina.
starting berth on the Tar eleven.
Both Kuhns and Enck failed to In case any of you descry a BrobR. L. Allen, R. Scott, Bob John- qualify, the latter by the nai-row
dnagian bulk blotting out the horison, Jim Mobley, and Bob Howe
zon, it's not a circumambient mounare among the other back canditain, nor a reincarnated Cyclops,
Try This Speech Rapidly
1 dates. Of these, Allen and Scott
nor yet the Colossus of Rhodes enappear to have the inside track. It was at a shoe show she saw dowed with locomotion, and you are
shoes soled.
; Both of these nlen are large and Since she saw shoes soled she not necessarily a victim of a halucination. It's only ol' Stafford,
i shifty.
Scott, besides being a
showed the shoes she saw so don't be afraid—step right up
soled at the shoe show.
1 good punter and passer. is one of
and pat him on the head, he won't
Since she showed shoes she sold bite. In fact he will like you when
[the fastest men on the squad.
the shoes she showed that he gets used to you. See, he's wagshe saw soled at the shoe
ging his tail now.
1 What we need today i;s not narshow
{row men, but broad men sharpened
For your appraisal, "Staff meas^
ito a pont. — Dr . NcholiIS Murray
pres fi feet 6, even without socks,
Advertisers Renew The
! Butler
and gravity claims h'm to the exContracts

Slafloid, (. Hone
k Washington, a.ssistant coach.
Winant, Chakales, Miller, (iny Colado,
tent of 228 pounds, stark naked,
but ycu will have to take our word
for that last. He'll play plenty of
tackle on MacDowall's
machine,
and if his fighting fury is anywhere
near commensurate with his stentorian bellow, you will see a veritable volcano in eruption
when
"Staff" breaks loose.
Introducing Howard Andrews,
aggressiveness incarnate: temperamentally and physically, this lad is
a Coach's dream. Big, fast, powerful, experienced, rugged, vicious
—he qualifies in all of these. Moreover, he is a driver on the field who
gives every evidence oi' possessing
that rare quality of
leadership.
In the short span of three weeks
Howard has grown to be the tormentor of the squad and a real bogey man. He administers
that
bane of all gridsters: calisthentics.
His versatility is another score
in his proficiencies, for he is equally at home at tackle or guard, and
(Continued on Page 14)

Webber Haines, '27
To Assist MacDowall
Webber Haines, '27, of Orlando,
has offered to help Jack MacDowall round the Tars into shape for
their hard schedule without remuneration.
Webber played football at Rollins, later playing on the varsity at
Brown's University at the center
post. For one year following his
graduation from Brown he assisted
at Rollins and during his graduate
work at the University of Florida,
served as one of the Freshmen
coaches there. Jack will use Webber in coaching the aspirants for
the center position on the Tar
squad.
Some folks won't believe all they
hear, even when a locomotive whistles for a grade crossing.
Anyway, women have this to fall
back upon: they are the mothers
of al! the great men.

uhich COLLEGIATE DIGEST is
distributed, will have the opportunity of voting for their favor,
ites and selecting an All-Ameri-j
im of their own, according]
to an announcement made in the
first 1934-'35 issue of COLLEGI-'
ATE DIGEST, national rotograv-,
ure section for undergraduatei
newspapers, now appearing withi
The Sandspur.
j
A coupon, to be found on page'
8 of today's issue of COLLEGIATE DIGEST, has been providedj
for the convenience of those wishing to cast a vote for their favorite players. This coupon may be
filled out and mailed to The Sanii-|
spur.
j
The Sandspur urges that Rolliii!|
undergraduates, all of whom are
eligible to participate in the selec-1
tion of the team, begin making
their selections early.
Under the rules of the contest,
each individual may submit onJ
complete team as his or her selec-;
tion for the COLLEGIATE DIGEST All-American Football team.
Then, if spectacular playing by
some individual or team changesj
the voter's mind, he is free to sub-|
mit a second choice team as candi-i
dates for the honor. Vote eartI
(Continued on Page 11)
I

Four Prize Winning Service Specials That Are

FIRST CHOICE
for VALUE
1. Firestone Nu-Finish Wash and
Polish.
2. Dress Top — Firestone Hijih
Test Top Dressing.
3. Vacuum Clean Upholstery.
4. Specialized Car TiKhtenin.sr.
5. Check Tires.
6. Check Battery Cables and Connections.

1. Scientific Four - Wheel Brake
.\dJL'.stment.
2. Specialized Car Tightening.
3. Remove, Clean and ad,iust spark
plugs.
4 Dress Top — Firestone High
Test Top Dressing.
TEN DAYS—ALL CARS

TEN DAYS—ALL CARS
$.i.00 Value Now

$6.00 Value Now

$2.95

$3.95
I. Wash and polish Glass and
Nickel.
2. Scientific Brake Adjustment.
S. Dress Top — Firestone High
Test Top Dressing.
4. Check Tires.
5. Check Battery.
TEN DAYS—ALL CARS
$3.00 Value Now

1.
2.
3.
4.
.5.

\\ash
Dress
Check
Check
Check

Car.
Top.
Battery.
Spark Plugs.
Brakes.

TEN DAYS—ALL C.\RS
S2.23 Value Now

$1.95

$1.29

CIGARETTES
CANDY, DRINKS

CRTP'S

Cirvice $<ore$. Inc.
OF ORLANDO
One Stop Does It All

104 Park Avenue
WINTER PARK

North Orange at Concord

J. E. STRIPLING, Pres.

Pli

THE

P^IDICHEDUTE
'DIFFICULT FOR
KOLLINS TARS

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

ELEVEN

Digest Poll
(Continued from Page 10)

week so as to be sure your candidate wins.
The only restriction in balloting
has been placed in the fact that
each undergraduate is allowed to
elect
more than one full team
each week.
At the end of the contest, the
closing date of which will be announced later, COLLEGIATE DI•--GEST, representing the undergraduate bodies and newspapers of the
United States, will present each
member of the student's own AllAmerican with a gold medal, significant of the honor which has
been bestowed UDOn him.
Good playing in the earlier, less
important games of the season is
just as important as good playing
in the later, more important games.
In order to make a selection which
will compare favorably with the
team that is finally picked as the
COLLEGIATE DIGEST All-American for 1934, it is advisable to
start watching the gridiron feats
of the different players and institutions early in the season, and
to start voting for your choices
without delay.

HURRY!

iMany Formidable Opponents Make
' Prospects of a Winning Season Uncertain
/-^
In beginning his sixth year as
i-ector of athletics and head foot11 coach at Rollins, Jack Macwali is facing the most difficult
i 1 schedule he has yet attempt-

YOUR WILL IS
BACK...

,, The Tars have dropped several
. jSss formidable opponents to take
^n such adversaries as Florida and
Aglethorpe, in addition to Miami,
Southern, Tampa, Erskine and
^„ Cumberland.
McDowall has been making it
ougher for himself each year
"^ince he toclc up the task of guid%g Rollins out of the doldrums in
\ i n g s athletic. In ths last four
,"^ears the Tars have lost only
bur games, having their best sea'^''on in 1932 when they were un'*1efeated, and their worst last year
"'^hen they lost to Miami and Cumlerland.
^^
Three Defeats Probable
. Rollins faces probable defeat in
. ,he opening game with Flo
"^Jniversity on September 29 and
^%en the most rabid fans look for
^.he Tars to be on the short end of
%e score in the battles with OgL
;horpe and Miami, and probably
Tampa and Cumberland. In the
Sther listed encounters, the Tars,
^\t this stage of the season, are
"Conceded an even chance.

Address all ballots to
THE SANDSPUR, and
drop them in the College
post oif ice in Carnegie
Hall
h game, and each run either
• Lscored directly or led a touchdown
march.
Last year Rogers starred with
the Portland, Maine, Sagamores,
a professional grid team.

Will

kdv

of the game.

222 Park Ave.

ON DOWN TO

Ir^y

Bill Norris
New Place
on the
Corner

Rogers,

stellar

halfback

—
IS
news!
Patrolman Carl Hespelt
found a parking tag on his automobile. He remembered the mayor's
Admonition that "everybody must
pay" and forked over $1 to the
desk sergeant and got a receipt.

Mater to serve as assistant coach
under Jack MacDowall.
The "Dover Flash", as he is
Bandits Rob Bridge Palyers
known, is to take complete charge
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, O.—(UP)—
of the freshman squad as soon as
irprising a bridge party at the
they report for initial practice. He
ime of Albert W. Kernon, an atalready aided MacDowall in
king the varsity into shape for torney here, three armed and maskthe opening game with the Uni- •ed robbers forced each player to
;hed in a hallway, and then
rsity of Florida.
Rogers was graduated from Rol- locked in separate rooms. The trio
lins in 1933, and during his four scaped with $36.
years here amassed a large collection of athletic letters in football,
baseball, and basketball, compilone of the greatest records
made by a Tar gridman. In
four years of competition, the pintQuality - Service
sized halfback never failed to get
away for at least one long run in

SANITARY MEAT
MARKET

SOCRATES "SOC" CHAKALES

The Jannette
Dressmaking Shop

HURRY!

Will Rogers, former
Rollins Star, Joins
Cop Paid Parking Tag
WATERBURY, Conn.—(UP)
Tar Coaching Staff When
a cop gets a tag that

Mathematics Makes who gained the name of the
greatest football player in Rollins
E The Tars Look Bad history, has returned to his Alma
1 One was to figure out what the
iCore of the Florida-Rollins game
\
Jacksonville, September 29, is
^"toing to be is to take the 13 games
inivhich have been played between
Ejfhe two schools and take the averige.
_ In 13 games with Rollins Florida
_ias counted 314 points, which gives
ihe Gators a probable 24 points for
;he September 29 game. Rollins,
>n the other hand, has counted ony 19 points in 13 grid games with
?'lorida, and it is a bit difficult to
figure out how Rollins can hope to
score highly on the coming occason, for even safety at two points
A'ould be above the average.
: Wise football folks, however,
|ook for the Tars to give the Gators a real battle and nothing is
being taken entirely for granted in

HURRY!

Let us haul your trunks, as
we have hauled Rollins students' trunks for 32 years

YOU'LL FIND ALL THE OLD BUNCH T H E R E —
AND THE NEW ONES, TOO—THAT DHSTINCTIVE
SERVICE
GAVE.

THAT

KELLY

AND BILL

ALWAYS

WE'LL BE LOOKING FOR YOU.

Soda Fountain and
Luncheonette

SEE
FOR SALE

WINTER PARK TRANSFER CO.

Pontiac Sport Sedan
client Condition, S12.^j.00.
See ABBOTT
at Rollins Hall

Soc Chakales, Agent

HOT PLATE
LUNCHES

COLD PLATE
SANDWICHES

Phone 107

Complete cosmetic lines, school supplies and station-

CLEANING - PRESSING " LAUNDRY
All Work Guaranteed

ery and Nunnally candies.
Call 101 for snappy delivery service to your dormitory, sorority or fraternity house from 7 to 12 P. M.

Parisian Cleaners
"Where Cleansing is an Art''

^^orris^

THIS COUPON AND 5c

"T/re College Store

15c GIANT ICE CREAM
SODA

THIS WEEK ONLY
Entitles You to a

JOHN MOORE, Campus Agent
See Your Dormitory Representative

From Our Fountain
(Only one coupon fo each customer)

THE

Charles Wright
Hairdresser
9 Washington Arcade

The Gloria Hat Shoope
2 Washington Street Arcade
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

COLLEGIANS ! !
FOR THE BEST
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Fay Ward, Representative
Winter Park—9188

OR PHONE

SPARKS

Baby

Grand

Winter Park
Saturday Only!

S

Orlandc—3176

PARK'S THEATREp
WINTER PARK
ORLANDO

k
y

Always the best in entertainment

Beacham

ROBINSON
"THE MAN WITH
TWO FACES"
Sunday Only!

Ann Harding
John Boles

Histor's Flaming Pages
presented in daring
reality.

Marlene

TWINS

EX-SIUDENT

OEPARIINI
ENLApO

Date of Game With
Tampa University
Shifted to Dec. 8

Crossword Answer

Fire
and
Auto

Dietrich
"THE SCARET
EMPRES"

Spa|rkp TheatriES
Join Others in
saying
"Welcome Rollins"

SANDSPUR

The R. F. Leedy Co.

SPARKS
Edward C.

ROLLINS

imilian University of Munich, GetI of bookkeeping; no longer is the
many, discusses Florida's
I development of any single business
'raphy in three main divisions-ja matter of salesmanship; no longHighlands, Lowlands, and
'er is the discovery of new markets
(Contii ed (ri
Coast.
The introduction t
a paramount requisite for the inwith the geological composition of
• crease in sales. Business adminis- The Suck twins were highly reci tration today calls for men and wo- ommended to Rollins by the Minthe peninsula and the supplement
I men who are thoroughly trained
istry of Education of Czechoslovakcovers the land divisions.
fundamental theories, well grour
ia as well as by the Institute of Barbara Donaldson Translates
ed culturally, and educated
International Education which ar- [
Work of Eric Berger
ranges for the education of forthink.'
and eign students in this country.
The
! PeteK Erich Berger, German exThey are twenty years old and
Administration it is anchange student to Rollins College
New Courses in Business Ad- nounced is not designed to train the were born and reared in Prague. in 1929, has recently published a
student to become an expert ac- They have interrupted their studministration are Added
noteworthy monograph, "Landecountant or a marketing specialist, ies at the Commercial School in
skunde der Kalbinsel Florida",
to Curriculum
or a banker, or an investment coun- Prague in order to spend a year
which contains the results of his
selor.
The course is planned, studying in the United States. At
study of the geography cf Florida
however, tCL give the student a the end of the year they plan to
extending over the past five years.
In recognition of the increasing
practical as well as a cultural back- return to Europe to complete their
demand for men and women capThe publication has been added
ground upon which he can base his studies for the degree of "Enginable of assuming leadership in busito the Rollins collection of Floripecialized studies. He is encourness Rollins College is enlarging its
addition to their native lan- diana and has been translated into
ged first to survey the field
se in Economics and Busness
through generalized courses, and guage, the Suck Twins speak Eng- English by Miss Barbara DonaldAdministration as a major course
son who was graduated from Rol|later to individualize his education lish, Polish, and German.
the 1934-35 academic year, it is
lins last June.
by pursuing work in which he is
announced.
This German publication, which
most interested.
"As long as the economic structwas presented by Dr. Berger as his
Courses in Both Divisions
e of the United States continues
inaugural dissertation for the deThe generalized courses are takexpand along the lines that have en in the Lower Division. With
gree of doctor in the second philosmarked its development in the past the foundation already laid, the
ophical faculty of the Ludwig-Max- i new curtains and cretones. For
ntury," a bulletin from the Col- student is enabled, in the Upper
j CLOVERLEAF'S long windows
lege points out, "oportunities for Division, to pursue a more detailed
we will hem for very nominal
young men and women in business study of the actual operation and
amount.
le football game between Rolministration will continue to administration of Business in the I
CoUege
and
Tampa
University
ow in variety and importance.
ROLLINS PENN,\NTS to sive
modern world by studying the
'originally scheduled for November
Need Theory Training
your room a "College ar.mos- '
problems arising from the relation'\'o longer is business a matter ships between capital and labor, 10, has been shifted to Saturday,
phere."
] December 8, by Coach Jack Macviewed both from the standpoint of
-Dowall of Rollins. The game will
employer and employee. Studies in
jbe played in Tampa.
finance, investments, banking, busThe shift was made in cooperaDry Golds
Ladies' Wear
INSURE IN
iness law, business writing, marketing, salesmanship, advertising, ac- tion with Tampa officials in order
Down Town
to
permit Rollins to schedule a
counting, statistical methods, mathSURE
ematics of finance, and transporta- game with Miami University a t
tion are also covered in the spec- Orlando on November 9 or 10. BeINSURANCE
cause of regulations over which
ialized program.
The whole course, according to Roll'ns had no control, a game
with
Miami had not been scheduled
the announcement, is thus designed to give the student not only a ! for this season, but arrangements
have
been worked out recently to
broad social and cultural viewpoint
of the operation of the present eco- make it possible to bring the two
rivals
together again on the footnomic system, but a practical insight into the actual operation of ball field.
Rollins will open the season on
business in the major aspects of
production, distribution, finance, Saturday, September 29, against
the University of Florida in Jacknvestment and management.
sonville. The remainder of the revised schedule, calling for five
Injured
Gridii
MRMCE
CLEVELAND, O . — ( U P ) ^ o h n j&a'^es at Tinker Field in Orlando,
QUAI.ITY
f I FAN! INF ss
McGill, 14, couldn't quite make the ] will be found elsewhere in these
Cathedral Latin High School foot- pages
ball tea mthis year. So he played
end on his own neighborhi
The man ^ 'ho thinks that
tean
Phone 21
One of the first days afield
knows it all i: trading upon a ^
left ankle was fractured.
small capital.

j
Stole Hearse for Joy Ride
I WATERBURY, Conn.—(UP)— |
Thieves stole Arthur Lunny's fun- j
eral hearse to go joy riding. The [
drab vehicle, out of gasoline, was |
found abandoned in a park at 3 a. !

Coming

Mae West

Winter P a r k

"Belle of the 90's'

B \ R - I -Q

Insurance Agency

free Storage
FOR

ROLLINS STUDENTS
TRUNKS DELIVERED, 40c.
TAXI, 10c
CARS FOR RENT
GAS AND OIL
REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES
24-HOUR SERVICE
CARS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

Bledsoe's Sepviee
Next to the Post Office
Shorty Hall and Don Morris in attendance

Phone 200

THE

TAR SCHEDULE
Saturday, September 29, U. OF FLORIDA, at Jacksonville.

ROLLINS

DORMITORY AND COMMONS
REGULATIONS
I

As

a part

of t h e

unit-cost plan

3.

i t h e B o a r d of T r u s t e e s h a s a d o p t e d
lege fraternities,
torii
and the
1.

Saturday, October 20, OGLETHORPE
U., at Atlanta.
Friday, November 2, SOUTHERN COLLEGE, at ORLANDO.
Fri. or Sat, Nov. 9 or 10, UNIV. OF MIAMI, at ORLANDO.
Friday, November 23, CUMBERLAND
U., at ORLANDO.
Thursday, November 29, ERSKINE
COLLEGE, at ORLANDO.
Saturday, December 8, TAMPA UNIVERSITY, at Tampa.
All home games will be played at night at Tinker
Field in Orlando, with the possible exception of the
Thanksgiving Day tilt with Erskine College, which
is tentatively scheduled for the afternoon.
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BENNY WILL APPEAR EACH WEEK
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p l e d g e s shall be g i v e n by the
of

rules

fre.shinen

list

.\t

in w r i t i n g

sometime d u r i n g

week.

Council

after

M ' e n of t h e c o l l e g e .

read

shall

with a duplicate list to

meeting following the

fraternity

list of

for

all

men

bid

to be checked

un-

bv

the

D e a n of M e n o f t h e c o l l e g e .

pre-

upon

re-

Section

of

2.

All

bids

received

at

this

t i m e s h a l l b e a.ssorted a n d d e l i v e r e d to t h e

were

respective

at

Section

I

pledge

4.

or

A

man

whose

who has broken

pledge

to a n o t h e r f r a t e r n i t y

—

f o l l o w i n g d a t e of

and j

has

been

a

at

11 A .

gin

Doves

A L T U S , Okla. — ( U P ) — H u n d r e d s of d o v e s , e s t e e m e d a s g a m e
by h u n t e r s , w e r e killed in J a c k s o n
C o u n t y of a s e v e r e h a i l s t o r m r e cently.
S c o r e s of d e a d b i r d s l i t - i
tered Altus streets.
I n m a t e s of
the Jackson County jail were set to I
w o r k to clear the court h o u s e lawn
Icf b i r d s k n o c k e d f r o m t h e i r p e r c h 4.
4.,
, ,
es atop the court house.

V.

for one c a l e n d a r

Formal

year

on th,- third
day

thiv

t'hr

iormal'

rush

loieiug

in

Monday

and

shall

A.

last
dav.

the

All

M.. until

rushees

12 n o o n

immediately

Section

be-

at

on the
which

g o to the

one

2.

shall

days

No

non-fraternity

its

cv

have

rush

4.

on

fraternity

man

from

5.

All

exclusive

itv

evening

in t h e v e a r

of

of

formal

Kappa

1931

shall

and

day

rushing,

dates.

Fraternity

Fratern-

company

thereafter

to

with

receive

rush

day.

fraternity

pledge

Nu

have

any

agen-

m i d n i g h t of t h e l a s t f o r m a !

Section

fraternity

beginning with Theta

It
of

shall

m a n b y m e a n s of a n y

d a y u n t i l 12 n o o n p l e d g e

fol-

order.

Each

list
they

fraternity

men shall

be

10:45

M.

i n t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e hou.ses a t
Section

bid

time

c o m m u n i c a t e in a n y form, or a p p r o a c h

matrie-

at midnight

iormal

successive

shall

jollo^ving

fraternity

men

their choice.

week

close

of

shall be in Chase or Rollins H a l l from

\'I.

rush

the d e a n

M.

Se-^t-ion 3 .

withdrawal.

ARTICLE

Section

candidates bv

withpledged

shall

bridge.

Hail S t r r m Killed

no

alumni,

to be p o s t e d in a c o n s p i c u o u s p l a c e in each

to the sec-

broken

Heyet

there

FIRST YEARLY MEETING. T h c s e b u l l e t i n s a r e

a

ex-

pledges

non- |

P a . , S e p t . 26

.lames

day
in which

be fermitted

ARTICLE

honorary

Inter-Fraternity

twenty-four

shall

of

the decision has been reached.

6,

pledge

4 8 hours
shall

after

rushing

der

any

being

the college w i t h i n t w e n t y - f o u r

September

for

year.

the

fraternity

fraternities

Smith.

who

of

broken

T H E RUSHING RULES OF T H E COUNCIL ARE

of

Police-

deaths

of

bidding

Section

on this c a m p u s ,

with the fraternity

26—

deputized

be

for t h a t school

be a feriod

fraternity

by each fraternity

of

within

in i

Sept.

shall

y e a r to r e a d a n d e x p l a i n the r u s h i n g

literature.

C.

alumnus, or t h r o u g h

pledge

cil i s t o b e a p p o i n t e d

Section

insurrectionary

S.

the

I n c a s e of i n f r i n g e m e n t

that

rushing

V.

member

fraternity

be delivered

thc

eral

been

1.

professional

that

Mo.—(U)—Wil-

Andersonville
a

other

outside

possi-

rule

shall

after

of

Rollins College or one who has been

and

National I

slain- in

Mr.

an-

W a r veteran, who served with Gen-

given

in

nlaiion

92 y e a r

charter

offi-

any

writ-

m e m b e r m a y n o t b e c o m e a n v e m b e r of

with

Civil

the

scnool

pledge day

member, pledge,

col-

of t h i s r u l e m a y

administration

day

TO RE READ IN EACH FRATERNITY AT THEIR

them

luxuriously

Honored

the

ARTICLE

to death here today when their automobile c a u g h t fire after
strik-

ble.

Ma

and

Section

'em

. . . The

supply

by

the

in-

the

shall deliver in

Infraction

with

From

other channel.

C. '

at

offense

later

anv

scholastic
oj

initiates within twenty-four hours

his son. 4; Leland Folweiler, 2 8 ; Will a r d G r e e n , 26, w e r e b u r n e d
to

and

. . .

swer

farm

could

to

the

d r a w n by a f r a t e r n i t y m a y not be

geld

living

going

down

make

a

coast

horses

not

br initiated

he has

1.

.'^hall d e l i v e r

Chief

end eight

BEN-

to

on

may

unless

dealt

—Adjutant

men E. T. K a y and C h a r l i e

fav-

Hollywood

Hollywood

fraternity.

the ^adtninistration

initiation.

Ok- j

wi

is a c a p i t a l

party

end

vitation to m e m b e r s h i p or p e d g i n g b v

open

movie . . .

him

thought

filled

ANDERSON.

creator a great movie g a g m a n and
enticed

AV; man

oj

Each fraternity

ported

other

N Y , t h e M a r x B r o t h e r s s a w in

for

a

Georgia.

in-

comic p a g e s , is a t r e m e n d o u s

fabulous

into

can-

the

Section

. . .
n

pantor

initiation

j

by

communistic

literature

and

great

bringing

be eligible to become a

of

arrested

rush

nor

following school y e a r , there shall be no in-

other

p a t r o l l i n g t e x t i l e mills.

Disseminating

"Cat

called

persons

pockets

tionary

T a i l s " t h a t lived its nine lives

m.,

cially closes in J u n e until

Rollins

a n d t o t h e o f f i c e o f t h e D e a n of M e n . a l i s t

General Lindley W. C a m p announc- I

al-

magazint

strip

in

cepted.

printed.

a

matricula-

standing

specta-

to

things

childhoQd a n d

and

they

for

good

members,

of

in
last

MF.MHKRSHIP

them
A T L A N T A . S e p t . 26

funny

No formal

befon

i n g to every other f r a t e r n i t y on the c a m p u s

Marion

22. f o r m e r l y

example

shall have the

Z midnight

quar-

a

For

Nu

A l p h a the first d a y . T H E

X Ci.UH T H E R E F O R E I S FrRST I N 1 9 3 4 .

those

Constitution

Only a regularly
in

may

college

profitable.
Made

1.

student

lege.

ship,

of

d i s c o v e r t h e s e c r e t of m a k i n g

founding.
Kappa

Kappa

below:

apf roval

then bought the

acres—north

mcney-making

never

season,

order

1932 T h e t a
day

endangered.

couple!"
Philadel-

he

The more you see of him
the better you like him . • .
He pulls at your heartstrings
while he tickles your insides
, . . He's a gorgeous blend
of pathos and humor . . .
one of the great comic characters of the day . . .

Council

to a fratern/tv

Sept.

QUEEN-

MIAMI MAN
KILLED IN CRASH

a

of

not

Benny is a youngster without family, home or visible
means of support . . . But
he has untold thousands of
friends who follow his daily
doings with the delightful
feeling of discovering a great
comic strip character . . .

ship

stop

p h i a , b r o u g h t u p w e s t of

term.

INTRODUCING BENNY
Bv J. Car^ ev Pusev

govern

n i c i e s of t h e

Section 2.

Scotland,

73,D00-ton
the

strikers

O w i n g to t h e c r o w d e d c o n d i t i o n s s t a c k p e r m i t s a r e

men's

to

1934-35

(Special s t u d e n t s m a y be p l e d g e d , but

to-

to

while people say, " W h a t

Because t h e y had followed
for.

Inter-

Council

the

stu-

acquainted

raternity

Section

and rides at every opportunity . . . tors with Queen Mary, King George
H i s w i f e , w h o is e x t r e m e l y b e a u - a n d t h e P r i n c e of W a l e s o f f i c i a t . . .
ing.

once.

A book d a m a g e d or lost m u s t be replaced or paid

fra-

eligible

that

[was launched today befrre

stable

C h a p l i n s e n s e of
notices

all

u s h i n g 'in t h e

ted

tiful, rides w i t h h i m

only

days.

P e r s o n s r e c e i v i n g " o v e r d u e " o r " b o o k s in d e m a n d "

upperclass

and

ARTICLP: \U

WORLD'S LARGEST
SHIP LAUNCHED

the j

than

cartoons

spiration . . . B E N N Y
Current

both

thoroughly

ith the r u l e s l a i d d o w n b y the

didate

going . . .

Owns

then

charged.

be

initiated.)

If

first

out

may

college

(Continued from Page 9)
. . . young, ha

of

the

taken

that

members

lents

Ad-

College

"Resei've" books a r e not returned

A book

are

order

crnity

writ-

NEWS SPOTLIGHT

i):30 P . M . S a t u r d a y i s d u e a t 8 : 3 0 A . M . M o n d a y .

8:30.

In

or so-

College

ARTICLE

had

at

the

o r i t y j m o n s will be closed d u r i n g

found

morning

of

College dormitories and the com-

newspapers

next

organiza-

min'stration.

at

the

t i o n a l h o u r is

than

approval

Guardsmen

25 c e n t s for

hands

ten

year's

completed.

He's a farmer

and
be t a k e n o u t a t 9:30 P . M. a n d

undergrad-

local

rority houses without special

w a y s h a d a l o t of f u n w i t h t h e m .
of t h e m t o
Began sending

due

shoulders

re-

J. CARVER PUSEY
Creator of "Benny"

as

incurred.

" R e s e r v e " books m a y

active,
of

t i o n s m a y l i v e in f r a t e r n i t y

farm-— l a h o m a . w a s killed h e r e w h e n his
Philadel- automobile crashed into the rear
p h i a , i n t h e w i l d s of B u c k s C o u n t y . of a m a c h i n e p a r k e d on t h e B i s - j
Concentrated
on r a i s i n g
chick- eayne causeway.
I

be

F i n e s m u s t be paid

are

members

stu-

Section

phia, and

If k e p t o v e r t i m e , a

of t w o c e n t s a d a y is c h a r g e d .

full

the

enrolled

vacations.

ens
Books other

regularly

upperclass

the approved

eighteen
library without

Only

d

handsome

d a y s 3:30 to 5:30 P . M.
the

one

Men's Rushing Rules

stu-

at

t h e c o l l e g e d o r m i t o r i e s o r i n c n e of

traffic,

T h e l i b r a r y is r p e n d a i l y 8 : 1 5 A . M . t o 1 0 : 0 0 P . M .

tak«

is

board

leaiing with the p r o c e d u r e are

He was

be

until

Every

Riding

Books m u s t not

College

to

Naturally, the above regulations
s t u d e n t do n o t a p p l y t o t h e l i m i t e d n u m b e r
r e g u l a r l y e n r o l l e d i n R o l l i n s C o l - of a c c e p t e d d a y s t u d e n t s w h o l i v e
l e g e is r e q u i r e d t o l i v e in o n e o f a t h o m e w i t h t h e i r p a r e n t s .
2.

gether,

LIBRARY RULES

4.
uate

regularly

q u i r e d t o l i v e in o n e of t h e ccllegre
work has been

required

dents, who

Rollins

dormitories

is

college commons.

sororities, dormi- |

Every new student

enrolled

E v e r y r e g u l a r l y enrolled

dent

t h e f o l l o w i n g r e q u i r e m e n t s for col-

Friday, October 12, NEWBERRY COLLEGE, at ORLANDO.

SANDSPUR

A.

prospective

men

candi-

shall only

candidates

be

who have

in

signi-

fied a c c e p t a n c e to b i d s .

in

Ma-

s o n s , s y m b o l i c of h i s 5 5 0 y e a r s of I
lodge work.

i
T r a i n i n g p o r t i n g of t h e w a y t h e c i t y

1 at Great Lakes

A Sketch of
Denys Wortman

THIS IS BENNY, FOLKS

or

amusement
life.

sketches

These

were

be- they

that

the and

. g i n n i n g s of t h e W o r t m a n
Wc tma
Deny^s.

The

After

>1 h o u s e

in t h e i i n e t i e s , D e n y s

man

went

to s t u d y a t B l a r

e m y a n d t h e n w e n t on t o
Technological

Institute

College.

ways
left

been

His

This

to

William

Wortman

Rut-

his

they

he

much

on

the

He

his
the

flash

a

effectively

it.

did

life

So

he

that

actually

report

con-

artists

were

quick to acclaim him a s a m a n

To

feeling

began

painting
"pretty"

saying

of

character genius.

a
a

were

know. temporary

to

fashion.

gave

painting.

and

famous

by

Acad-

art,

attend

the

come

of

S t e v e n s b e i n g c l o s e r t o l i f e t h a n h e w a s in

and

this

was

since

unforgettable

lieve

in N e w

portrait

'"n

al-

Art

ducted

Wort-

had

of

noted

has

T h e y m a n a g e d t o t e l l in a

bent

towards

Rutgers

School

world

lit-

beginning, s t o r y or to illuminate

back

gers

a

say-

sail- ing a n d w h a t t h e y looked like w h e n

of

sketches

looked

his and t a l k e d — w h a t people were

Station, he s t a r t e d to d r a w fer
own

to

be-

was

Recognition
contribution
ly f r o m
brary

too eum

order.

has

come

the New

and
of

of t h e v a l u e of

the

F'ne

important-

York

Public

Metropolitan

Arts

which

h e h i m s e l f p u t s it, h e f e l t l i k e a t o k e e p o n
C i t y . b i g s h a g g y d o g c u r l i n g in a l a d y ' s p o s t e r i t y .
school con- lap.
H e decided t h e n t h a t
his
Wortman

file

as

a

Li-

Mus-

both

A-? d a i l y p r o c f s of W o r t m a n ' s

Chase

this

get

cartoons

record

for

extremely

af-

York

M.

Chase,

the greatest

an

in f a b l e b i g b l o n d V i k i n g of a m a n .
c h a r a c t e r . H e w e n t in f o r a t h l e t i c s a t c o l t h o s e a t t e n d i n g t h e C h a s e School H i s i n t e r e s t h a d c o n c e n t r a t e d on lege and he still k e e p s h i m s e l f in
a t t h e s a m e t i m e a s W o r t m a n w e r e p e o p l e r a t h e r t h a n on t r a d i t i o n a l a t h l e t i c
trim
with
tennis
and
George

painter.

Bellowes,

After

three

Rockwell

marily
up

ten
as

of

ings at

Gloucester,

at

were

and

he
He

"the

doing

most

were

a number

school, \ m a k e
pri- [ He

kept

his

The
proved
man's

war,

of

a

as
He

it | I n s t r a t i n g .

there

one-man
by
in

turnng

career.

of

this

new

Wort-

critics.
many

point

inclination.

satisfaction
For

the

plied

all

of

the

first

in

New

magazine

in

enlisted

were

I

The
time

New
had

il-

York
sup-

section
styles

variety,

;o

Village.
year,

H e lives in

New
but

York,

travels

Greenwich

most

of

the

considerably.

M o s t of h i s s u m m e r s a r e s p e n t
Martha's
While
be

work

exclusively

York

at

Vineyard.
his

started

devoted

scene, he h a s

since

out
to

to

New

widened

t h e s c o p e of i t s o t h a t n o w i t o p ens out to e m b r a c e e v e r y d a y people

Vineyard.

popular, and

acclaimed

use

sought

paint- [drawings, using different

m a n s h o w s in N e w Y o r k t h a t
heartily

swimming.

became ! Tribune Sunday Magazine, he

Gloucester

of

life

p c s t w a r problem w a s how to

Massachusetts,'get

Martha's

paintings

He's going to be with us all year

one

school,"
and

at art

years.

real

Kent, beauty.
Hopper.

painting,

landscapes,

for

known

-^^^€^^

years

started

and happiness lay

Among illustrating

Glen Coleman a n d E d w a r d

Wortman

gift

is

York

started

under
the
title
of
that everywhere
T h e scene is
called " E v e r y d a y Movies".
G e n e C a r r a s l"kely to b e in N e w E n g l a n d or

World
a

at

feature

I "Metropolitan Movies."

• d i d m o s t of t h e m , b u t o t h e r a r t - t h e S o u t h o r e v e n in E u r o p e a s i n
ists ccntributed.
Wortman
start- New York.
cases, ed t o s u p p l y s k e t c h e s a n d e v e n t u T h e S a n d s p u r will publish W o r t Wort- ally the feature became his.
"EVERYDAY
MOVIES'*
He man's

in

the took

his

functio

sual

THE

FOURTEEN —
Federal Funds for RRelic Hunt
WEST PLAINS, Mo. — (UP) —
The Missouri Relief and Reconstruction Commifislon is spending
federal funds to make an archeolo-

gical survey of Indian relics in this
section. T. J. Whitemire has been
employed to locate all possible
| mounds, graveyards, village sites,
| forts, workshops, inhabited caves
j or old Indian trails.

WELCOME, STUDENTS
I or 10 years we have catered to Rollins Students
ALTERATIONS — PRESSING — CLEANING

DeLong, The Tailor

SQUARE DEAL

SERVICE

2.501 North Orange
at Entrance to Florida Sanitarium

PURE OIL PRODUCTS
w o c o PEP GAS
TIOLENE OIL
Soft Drinks — Tobaccos — Sundries
FREE TELEPHONE

JOHNSON
TONSORIAL ARTIST
Crew Cuts

—

Smoothies

All Kinds of Hair Cuts

40c

Park Avenue

Winter Park

The Bookery
T-H.E H.A.U.N-T-E-D B-O-O-K S-H-O-P

Text Books
Circulating Library
Latest Novels
Phone 228-W

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

May
PROSPECTS FOR South
Top'Notch
f M R S GOOD

Offer Dozen
Football Teams

ROTHODOXIES
(Continued from Page 10)
one rather suspects that should the
need arise this chap can and will
do the punting and the place kicking.
We fully anticipate his being the
thorn-in-the-side of his opponents
all season that he has been to his
team mates in practice. So completely has he won the confidence
of the canny Scot, our mentor, that
he has been made alternate captain
of the Tars for the Florida game.
That tall, well-built fella with the
engaging grin and infectious good
humor is none other than Rupert
Scott. We call him "Scottie-melad" for short. See him loft that
high floating lazy spiral sixty-five
yards down the field?. Well, you
ain't seen nothin' yet—that just
one of his specialties. This soi
thatched fella can do anything with
that hog-hided prolate
spheroid
except make it hatch. In short,
almo lector, meet Rollins' new triple threat and heir apparent to the
throne of the late-lamented Ray
Miller. His native habitat is the
jungle fastness of darkest South
Carolina, where our intrepid explorer Coach MacDowall, the canny
Scotsman, tracked, brought to hay
and trapped this denizen of the
wilds and shipped him to Florida.
He will be displayed for public inspection several Friday nights at
Tinker Field. You may poke your
fingers at him or make faces at him
if you wish, but you must not feed

the
Tech
By VALCO LYLE
md Ge
ited Press Staff Correspondent stronger teams in the South.
Torrence Great Loss
L. S. U., feeling keenly the loss
six All - American eligibles last of Jack Torrence, the 275—pound
Fencing is looking foi-ward to year, promises at least a dozen All-Southern tackle and track man
another big year at Rollins.
top-notch players and a dozen top- deluxe; George Mitchell, fine running guard, and John Kent, invaluIntroduced as a sport four years notch teams this season.
able center, h^s its spectacular
ago, it has won a prominent place
Alabama, 1933 Southeastern Con- 1933 sophomore backfield of Jeff
Bob Johnson, the Sun:
in the athletic program cf the colference winner, and Duke, 1933 Fathree, wingback; Ernie Seago,
a local product. He i
lege, with a guard nearly as large
Southern Conference
champion, and Abe Mikall, returning. Mikall
5 to Lakeland, Florida, whiuli in
as that of football each year. Its
will not enter 1934 competition fav- will bear watching by the Allitself gives him a claim to disiincexcellence as a body-builder and
ored to repeat since there are from America makers. L. S. U.'s toughion, but aside from his laudable
as a keenly competitive individual
three to five teams in each confer- est are Tulane, Vanderbilt, and
)rigin, this dispenser of good
sport, together with its romantic
ence rated on par with them.
heer has demonstrated that he is
Tennessee.
, have mj ie fencing
Crimson Tide
, fighting halfback that has to be
Georgia, with L. S. U., has one of
the colthe
st popula sports
The Crimson Tide, which must the finest backfields in the nation
eckoned with.
i fine bloc•kin;
find ample replacements for its two and experienced line material at all
.nd tackling are
own quant itios,
The Rollii
rsity teams have egular guards, Tom Hupke, Alland they promi:
.•ell for hii! ofpositions. Cy Grant, triple-threat
met nearly all of the best teams in Vmerican, and Bo Kirkland, and all
fensive play w
he gets the
halfback who came near making
the South and East, and have made except Millard Howell of its startchance.
All-American last year; Jack Grifa number of extensive trips, in- ing backfield, faces strongest comThe Tars agaii
1 muster a repcluding visits to Yale, Harvard, petition in University of Georgia, fith, brilliant quarterback, a fine
resentative of the Noble Red Man,
Navy, Army, N. Y. U., Princeton, Tulane and L. S. U. However, blocker, and Buck Chapman, 200pound fullback, perhaps the hardwithout which no Rollins team
M. I. T., Penn., University of
plays only Georgia out of est plunger in the South, are the
would be complete. This time it
North Carolina, University of
the three—Oct. 27 at Birmingham. backfield mainstays. John Bond,
is in the person of Counie Sanook,
South Carolina, Georgia Tech, Ct(Mark this down as one of the ti- sophomore sensation last year, will
a tribesman of our own Dick Washadel and iJniversity of Florida.
tanic struggles of the season.)
cause
no
tears
over
loss
of
dimunington, who also learned his war
The teams have proved themselves
dance in the hills of Cherokee, N.
After two seasons of reverses itive Homer Key, elusive halfback.
equal to any southern competion
C. Counie is a long-winded end
and have had excellent success in from its usual top form, Tulane Georgia meets Alabama, Tulane,
who chases down punts like his ab-the East.
eems destined to take its place Georgia Tech and Florida among
the
more
outstanding
of
conferoriginal forebears ran down elk
mong
Dixie's
best
again.
Coach
Besides the varsity and second
and buffalo. If there's any truth I
teams it is planned to extend fenc- Ted Cox has 22 of 29 letter-men ence teams.
in the old adage "there's no good|
Tennessee and Auburn, two
ing into the intra-mural field, by back and plenty of potential stars
Indian but a dead Indian" then thisj
place who were lost.
The Southeastern Conference stalwarts
which means it is possible that
pleasant coppor colored American;
eet Georgia, L. S. U., last year, do not appear at the top
I more fencing talent may be
indeed a mighty bad, bad injun!
developed.
on paper, but may surprise the
Coach McLucas, of Sanford, high I
Vanderbilt, Georgia
Extensive Trips Planned
able to win a place on the team. dopesters.
school,
MacDowall's erstwhile high |
The varsity schedule proposed Competition should be strenuous Tech, Florida, and Kentucky prom; The elongated Carl
("Goose") school teammate, is helping
for the coming year is in process this year with a team better than ise fine teams.
Duke, 1933 winner in the South- Kettles of base-ball renown is alof formation, but it is known that that of last year as a result.
.dy the Tars for Florida, by ]
plans so far include a Spring trip
The girl's fencing team is likely ern Conference, rules a slight fav- ;1 ready known to you. His incred- sending his lads to "Dumm
to the East, with Princeton, Navy, to be more than a name this year if orite over South Carolina, also un- | ibly attenuated cervical prop is a
immage against the collegians
Army, N. Y. U., Yale, and Har- the ambition of the more experi- beaten in conference circles last \ familiar and much-dscussed sight
. An attempt was made to bring
vard, as opponents, repeating the enced of the girl fencers proves year were North Carolina, N. C. \ on the campus. He is variously the Southern College Moccasins
trip taken last year. It is also feasible.
The girls' squad has lina State, Washington and Lee, | known as "Giraffe Neck," "Swan
one day last week for a scrimlikely t h a t Alabama, Georgia numbered about fifteen each year, and Virginia.
Coach Wallace | Neck," or "Periscope," but plain, mage session, but Coach Walter
Tech, South Carolina and North and a number of excellent fencers Wade, however, must replace Fred- I simple *'Goose" seems to be in Waalfoll of the Macs turned
Carolina will be met in their own have been developed, who lack on- die Crawford, All-American tackle; I vogue this season. He is making thumbs down . . . George "Giant"
bailiwicks, with return matches to ly intercolIeg*:ate competition t|D Tom Rogers, All-Conference end; his bow in Rollins varsity football
IV, the Leesburg speed merbe held at Rollins after Christmas. gain recognition. It is expected Bob Cox, All-Conference fullback as a center, and is giving cherubic chant, looms as the long distance
Thc match with the Almendares that something will be done to ar- and high scorer; Horace Hendrick- Danny Winant a merry tussle for
scoring threat. This diminutivie
Club at Havana, Cuba, is pending, range matches between the Rollins son, All-Conference and All-South- the first string job. Carl stand 6
halfback /ch^^fns down the field j
and it is expected that the Cuban girls and the girls' fencing teams ern quarterback; Carl Schock (cap- feet 3 inches from stem to stern,
like a fiash of frightened lightning j
Dons will fence at Rollins as part .at several other colleges, with a tain) guard, and Nick Laney and
inclusive of neck, and will tip the and is every bit as hard to lay j
of our annual observance of the woman faculty member as director.
Harry Rossiter, who alternated at beam at 194 pounds anytime after
ds on as that blonde
birthday of Cervantes. AltogethFencing practice for men is held half and did all the passing and Beanery. He hails from that for- phone number . . The squa
er fencing cffers a very attractive
punting.
eign and alien territory, Georgia, bumper crop of injuries this fall,
three
times
per
week
throughout
schedule to candidates and audithe yeai* and for women twice per
Some of the players who will has taken out his first papers in
luding four weak ankles, three
ence alike.
week during the year. Work be- bear watching are Mikall, L. S. U; hopes of becoming a naturalized
le knees and a like quantity of
Besides a majority of last year's gins for men the first Monday in Grant and Chapman, backs, and citizen.
bad shoulders, besides all manner
team as a nucleus for the 1934 October and all candidates are Moorehead, guard, Georgia; Phil- I Jim Mobley is Kettle's compa- of miscellaneous ailments. North
model varsity, there are said to be urged to report promptly. Wo- lips, full back, Georgia Tech; Ho- jtrict, and therefore also labors un- Carolina continues to be strongly
several of the best prep foilsmen ! men will report the first Tuesday in well, Alabama; Dixon, Vanderbilt; jder an odious stigma, but the represented on the Tar squad,
in the East registered in the fresh- j October. All work begins at 3:45
rer, center; Florida, and Rob- I charm of his personality and the sending this year a stalward conman class, some of whom should be ' P. M.
1, center, Tulane.
J mighty right arm which enables tingent of five sturdy sons.
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Orientation
SPLENDID idea, we think, especially in Winter Park.
Believe it or not. East Park Avenue runs north and
south, and eventually the sun wiU rise in the east for
you.

. . . just about every cigarette smoker k n o w s
that — but here are s o m e other facts to k e e p in mind . . .
For a cigarette to be milder and taste better it must be
made o f mild, ripe Turkish and h o m e - g r o w n tobaccos.
We wish you could go into the factories and see
Chesterfield made. The mild ripe tohacco is cut in
long even threads—then packed into the cigarette so
as to make Chesterfield draw right and burn etenly.
A g o o d cigarette can give y o u a lot o f pleasure, and w e
w o u l d like for y o u to try Chesterfield.

BUT, as we were about to say, it is a fine idea to get
the why, the when and the where all firmly fixed before the troublesome Sophomores arrive. On the campus we feel that the Deans are perfectly able to handle all these matters, but when you get down town, we
should like to have something to say about the
"where."
FOR MANY YEARS we have played some part in
dressing the men at Rollins. We are proud to have
turned out some of the better dressed men on the
campus- And we are just as eager this year to serve
you in any way we can.

^he cigarette

MESS Jacket outfit. Tuxedo, sportcoat,slacks,Keds,
tennis balls, sweater, shirt, shoes—if it's wearing
apparel, just put a check mark after BAKER'S and
you will not go wrong.

that's M I L D E R
the cigarette
that
TASTES BETTER

esteriiek

R. C. Baker, Inc.
Clothing

him to throw third strikes past enemy batters during spring baseball
are serving to overcome this handicap. Jim's wonderful wind constitutes him a forward passing threat
on offense, while his dash and drive \
is a bulwark at backing up the line.
It is hoped he won't be scorned because cf his nativity.
Roy Allen is another rangy
portation from Carolina. He
reputed to excell as a blocking an(|
defensive back, and should
plenty of action during the ;

Furnishings
) 1934. LiGGXTT & MYBRS TOBACCO

CO.

